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Volume CXII, Issue 26
LATE BREAKING: Bissman
firebombed late Thursday
night no leads as yet
FRONT PAGE .
w i fl
Barrage of letters on race
relations; also, indulgent raves
from our editors
PAGE 6
Year-en- d review of the atrocities
and wonders that kept us ---T
amazed all year
PAGE 11
.
Summer fashion advise from'
those accustomed to the glitz
and fantasy -
PAGE 14
Men's tennis claims NCAC
title; women's lacrosse to f s.
compete in semis :
PAGE 20
ALSO INSIDE, WHAT'S TRUE
AN TRUTHFUL
INVESTIGATION OF
THOSE WE CALL THE
"POWER ELITE"
' see page 10
WE PRINT WHAT'S TRUE AND RETRACT WHAT'S NOT
ISDSTENDEMALINi:
At 8ccroximatelrt:54 AM. this
morning twirof fmnrinip shnetwsi
thrown twenty feet froraihesooth door
ofBissman HalL The shoes exploded
on impact, creating circle of debris
seven to eight feet in diameter.- - . --
" Security officer Mike Juili, who re-
sponded to the call with officer Mike
Starkey. arrived on the scene, to ob-
serve "tfieflaming object". According
to JFuSi, the officers then determined
thai the object" was in fact a pair of
tennis shoes; JnOi usedhis flashlight to
hit the shoes onto the pavement from
thegrass. Tbeofficers then interviewed
the witness who called the security
dispatcher, John Norman 9SL, : c s
Norman, who was smoking outside
please see BISSMAN, page 3
SPEAK YOUR MIND:
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OF THE VOICE?
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Friday, May
SAB Slights Cream ofSauce
AARON RUPERT
Dancing on McGaw this year struck of
oddity for two reasons; for one, it was not
on McGaw due to the weather, and more
noticeably, the band Cream of Sauce was
yanked from the bflL Cream of Sauce was
taken off the program after encountering
problemswith the Student Activities Board
(SAB) over posters they had put np across
campus to promote the concert.
According to Cream of Sauce members,
the band began putting op theirfirst posters
- on Thursday, April 25. two days before the
- concert. These posters, apart from stating
that Cream of Sauce was "the worst band
on campus," had a picture of two young
boys with middle fingers extended in a
rude gesture.
"I received a copy of the first flier that
was up." said Dionne Williams '97, Chair
of SAB's Underground committee, which
was in charge of organizing Dancing on
McGaw. "Later that evening." she contin-
ued,"! called Alle. Parker '961 and asked
, him to take it down." Williams stated that
she believed the posters were offensive and
. that. "I didn't like mem myself." "They
were OK," she continued, "except for that
the two boys."
"What does it say about... the maturity
.
level of this campus?" asked Annmaria
Greco, advisor to SAB and Assistant Di-
rector of Student Services, of the posters.
Parker, the leadsingerofCream ofSauce,
sffltrd fh at 12:56 ajn on Friday he re-
ceived a call from Williams, "We Cream .
ofSauce," said Parker, "had to take down as
many of the offensive posters as we could."
According to Parker. "We Cream ofSauce
look down the ones we could find in Lowry."
Parker then called Graig Meyer 96, an-
other member of Cream of Sauce, who then
made upan alternate poster. This version still
had the two children, but one child's hand
had been crossed out with a large
"X", ami the other's hand had been electroni-
cally renved at the wrist On the side of the
new picture the phrase "sponsored by SAB,"
. which had appeared on the previous posters,
was replaced with "censored by SAB "Meyer
then proceeded to hand them out outside of
Lowry. "People started to put them up all
over Lowry," said Meyer of those around
Lowry at the time.
The second flyer quickly got to Williams.
"I didn't think that was funny," she said. She
felt that it was an insult to SAB. "It was a
simple request," said Williams, "and they
basically made a joke out of everything."
"I think it was pretry obvious it was an
attempt to slam SAB," said Greco. Greco
also believes that the posters were unprofes-
sional, since they were attacking the organi-
zation that was paying the band to play.
Williams them decided that Cream ofSauce
would be taken off the bill. At the Under-groun- d
on Friday night, Williams told Parker
that, "we weren't allowed to play." Accord-
ing to Parker, "she made the decision that
afternoon with Ann Greco and Bob
Rodda."
, 'please see SAUCY, page 3
Pace 2
News Briefs
INTERNATIONAL
Yasir Arafat, leader of the Palestine Liberation Organization, met with
President Clinton at the White House Wednesday. Their 45-rnin- ute roeet--
mg was Arafat s first meeting with
Israeli official has not been present
meat to working towards peace and
group s charter. The PJLO.'s charter
of Israel or armed struggle.
A Palestinian stabbed and seriously wounded an elderly Jewish settler in
Hebron Thursday. The incident has sparked even more debate on whether
Israeli troops should pull out from the last city stifl under occupation in the
West Bank. Prime Minister Shimon Peres is under pressure from religious
and right-win-g tactions who want him
after the May 29 National Elections.
Mexico's President Ernest Zedillo has
U.5. policies amidst UJS. praise and
move, Mexico honored requests for
citizens to the United Stales. It also
illegal immigrants back to their hometowns tnsde Mexico. Warren Chris
topher will visit Mexico on Monday
NATIONAL
Attorney Janet Reno's decision to seek: the death penalty for the two men
charged with lastApril's Oklahoma City bombing has come under fire from
defense attorneys on Wednesday in the second public pretrial hearing. The
lawyers accused Reno of violating her departments procedures for deter-mini- ng
that the defendants' case would be a capital crime.They also argued
that the 1994 Federal death penalty law is uncormnioruJ.fjgier concerns
included pre-tri-al publicity evidence leaks.
'. complied by HILARY TEYNOR with the help ofTV New York Times
Final Meeting for -- Council
New committee assignments and Greek housing sti&..
HILARY TEYNOR
r
The final Campus Council meet-in- g
of the year involved the election
of a new chair, tentative committee
. chair assignments, diar ut lion of an
'amendment to the Scot's Key, and a
con tinning conversation about
Greek homing.
i Betsey Beyer 97, chair of the
aoncrssia committee, kicked off the
meeting by calling an executive ses-
sion in order to review the candi-
dates for leadership swards.
After the executive session ended.
Carolyn Baxton talked about pro-
posed antrndmrnt to the Code of
Social Responsibility ia the Scot's
Key that would allow 24-fao- or ac-
cess to the dorms. Andrew Weaver
97 captained SGA's sole in this
SSorcceassaarseraoSa
squib is of the-dor- m votes at
accessJaxtno said that she is going
S9 take Council's wrMwmiw4i
tote board oftrustees, the College's
attorney, and the president.
Damon Hickey nominated Donell
Wyche 97 forCampus Council chair.
Amer Malik nominated S teve Penrod
97, and Ayesha Bell nominated
Tameshea Roberts 97. Wyche gave
Council a brief preview ofthe changes
that he would like to make next year.
an American President m which an
Clinton praised Arafat for his commit
for keeping his promise to alter his
will no longer refer to the destruction
to delay the withdrawal at least until
recently reversed a series of Anti--
Mexican dissent. In an unprecedented
the extradition of two American
allowed the US. government to deport
for annual meetings with Mexican
He wants to follow a lax version of
Room's Rules" and hold meetings in
Scovd 105 instead of Kauke 127.
According K3 Wyche, the Scovel loom
is larger and more conducive to bav-sogob- sci
ytis.Theiifc wty ciecscdCam-pu- s
Council eJectaJ Wyche, who
submitted two cJmicii for Council's
approval: Ujaama and the Psychol
ogy Chid. Both chains
flaws, but brcanaw Wyche's
lfa if be sent Ok cfcarw back they
wouldnotexpedienuyietnrsed,CoiB
cil approved she two chattel s.
After his ejection. Wyche also
assigned tentative chairs, for
oonCit s cornmirirrs. tse siugneo
Sarah Fenske 99 to charter com--.
nnase,VikzimSeshadri'99 to hono-
raria, John Plomsner as budget, and
Caroiya Baxton to JodidaL
Jan Mcssa 97, aev chaar of the
Jadicial BoaroVtfiatiJoted a leaerkswrjocmtoReSaderto
the saesabers CwascaTae par--
,noa to the-- Piesidenf 3hat' several ;
cants College noosing policies be
CfasB&d bCCSD96 OaT tbcffBOsT flDd
discriminatory nature. Morse re-
quested "review and revision' of
the two policies. His first request
was for abolishment of the restric-
tion placed on the number on Club
or Section members wishing to re-
side on the same hall outside
Armington or Bissman. The current
policy does not allow more than
The Wooster Voice News
J-Bo- ard Addresses its
New chair Morse
NICOLE COWARD
"The biggest problem of the Judi-
cial Board is that no one knows
anything about it," said Jim Morse
97. the new chair of the Judicial
Board. "I myself can'tdo much about
that, but I think what would be help-
ful would be for someone from the
committee to explain to incoming
first-yea-rs all about J-Bo- ard. How it
works, all the various levels, things
like that. In the meantime, it would
be enormously helpful if, say. Resi-
dential Life could include education
about Judicial Board in its program-
ming."
The greaiest thing that Morse feels
could be changed about J-Bo-ard is
its image. T know that when I first
came here," said Morse, "my im-
pression of J-Bo- ard was that it was
the 'PX. Police.' If anyone said
anything derogatory about anyone
else, you get dragged to J-Bo-ard. I
would really like to change that and
see J-Bo- ard get the respect it de--
Ai chair, Morse will have many
responsibilities next year. He win
chair the judicial board meetings.
four members of the same club or
section to live on the same hall if
they are not in a group housing ar
rangement which is only be per
missible if the Section or Cmb is in
good standing with the college and
Group boosing was act denied be-
cause c disciplinary reasons orvio
lation of Housing and Residential
Life policy. This policy is
from the Scot's Key and the Hous
ing Option Pamphlet given to sta--
dents, secnungty passed dowa ver-
bally rather than oa paper.
--
. His second request was box re-
moval of the aornber restriction
plared oa Small Program Houses
and Blocks. The current policy does
to have - - -
30 from dab or Section.
tacendta so tkr4i'ta'Tfopy
lla svacts tortsJiaCT-th- e
peseeptSom
--
' SoatB Out a awiitm. fBSjjBtoxt-Ca- t
they vox? oa the santsBssa srpa
nsery.scd Morse sh, i il. "I would Be
to see at leastomofthe two pasted. he
said, and agreed that he would dcaft a
letter to the peaident depending on
Cbuncfl's decision as a whole.
The first measure failed 4:4:5, but
the second was accepted l(h0:3.
Morse commented, I think this is a
first step towards getting a 'fair
shake.'"
voices his views and
for starters. Tt is my job to make
sure that proceedings are fair, unbi-
ased, and follow the guidelines in
the Scot's Key," said Morse. It's
reaDyimporuotf tnatwereniaiirneu-traL- "
Morse said another of his du-
ties will be to "appoint hearing coun-selo-rs
forboThTSgaccusers and the
accused in a case. The chair also
answers questions about the judicial
board and "works in conjunction
with the advancement of judicial
systems. I also determine which
cases go to the third level, the Dean's
Hearing Board." Added Andi
Remhart 96, the departing chair.
"We set up the make-u-p of the board
altogether."
The Judicial Board, aside from
bearing cases, has the power to con-
stitute itself as a "commission of
inquiry." According to the Scot's
Key, this may occur "1) In a situa-
tion wherea complaint is brought by
any member of the campus commu-
nity who can show cause that adju-
dication by another judicial body is
not proceeding equitably or ad-
equately, or 2) whenever a situation
exists which, in the opinion of at
least three members of the campus
Procedures
IS-maUU- sers
FRANCIS BROWNE
Students who are going to be on
campus over the summer, and stu-
dents who wish to use their VAX
accounts over the Internet, most be
aware of several things. Ia order for
email aftrnsriti torrraarn active over
the summer, yon must contact Phil
Harriman or Lee Schultz now. Oth-
erwise your account win be hancd
off, neither receiving mail nor at
lowing logins. Abo. the entire VAX '
wm be down from 8 AM to 5 PM
from May 14th to the 17th. People
who need to use DNS (tooting upof
dranaiaaantesiogttaonsflwhciaia
.
the Internet or Bootp (ased by -
oa bootup) can download
update to MacTCP which wSLj
attoaaea
DNSandBooo
i Afl tnnifirft VAX
aikflacccrtoadoca;
"Aflsodescconawia
facicacdsaledon Asgostl&h."ac--'
cording to Phillip Harxtaan, Direc
tor of Academic Computing Ser-
vices.The accounts are being tamed
off, according to Harriman so that on
theVAXshard drives aren'tflooded
with imread mail from Listservs and
mailing lists, to which many stu
dents subscribe.
He points out that once-severa- l
messages havebeenrejected (as will of
May 3, 1995
Obscurity
expectations
.
community, constitutes a violation
of the Qxle in suchamanner that the
welfare or safety of the community
as a whole is being jeopardized."
Morse said that to the best of his
knowledge, the J-Bo-ard has notdone
this in quite some time.
Morse explained that at the begin-
ning of the year, new members
which next year will be Jane
Dearwester 97 and RoweU Levy
98. with Brian GrindaU 98 acting
as a bearing counselor will be
trained. Following that, the J-Bo-ard
holds meetings monthly.
About this year. Remhart said,
"We thought that this was going to
be the quietest year that J-Bo-ard has
ever had, but it wound up being
absolutely hellish the last two
weeks." The actual number ofcases
cannot be revealed until next semes-
ter, but the J-Bo- ard was definitely
busy. "We're done for this year,"
Rein hart added. "During finals
week, cases go directly to theDean's
Hearing Board.'
"I'mreaUy excited about this com-
ing year," said Morse. "We have an
excellent board. I just hope we have
a light caseload!
v&Summer
happen to stndem mail once the VAX
accounts areshutoff), tnostlistscrvs
wfll drop your account. Ifyou are on
a mailing fist run by the program
LISTSERV. you can shut off mail
from a certain list by sending an
email message to LISTSERV
domain jiame, where domain
awamismedoniamnamethelistis
sent frooi. The message should con-
tain a blank line as a subject, and in
raff messagebody the fbUowingline:
set UstName mail V
where ListName is the name of
the mailag list you wim to stopmail
frooL This wiHcaose the LISTSERV
to stop sending yon maiL so that yoa
woat be dropped from the fiat and
nave to iriubac i ibeat the beginning .
of next year. To tara nuul from that :
IJSTSI V riaclc oa, send anocher
.
tnessage wiijt the fiaowmg body: --rssU-
stfuttie 1
-
-
snsar-r---'- -
raehtet or SJOo gtssJae V;;
:iaernct wtTa VAX'nt irwsi tUay 14 to Voy JWjCirv;;
aeed to (Sowsload m aes.ccjy ci
MacTCP which wiU enstle fhem w ' :
use me ACS's new backnp DNS
Bootp server, a newPentiam Linux
box. The new MacTCPcan be found
the Software Library Server in
the Miscellaneous folder will be'
another folder called MacTCP. It
comes with instructions for installa-
tion,according toadoenment posted
around Taylor Hall by Lee Schultz
ACS.
May 3, 1995
Students Meet with Hales
College leadership issues discussed
AARON RUPERT
The majority ofiiextyear'selected
student representatives met with
President Stan Hales last week on
April 25th to discuss issues impor-
tant to next year to the student lead-
ers. "I m wanted to congratulate
them in getting elected," said Hales,
wrio believed that the meeting would
be"agoodwaytosetupabetterline
of communication for next year."
Issues talked about during the meet-
ing ranged from parking to security
to diversity on campus. Those in
attendance were Steve Pernod 97,
SGA President-elec-t, Amer Malik
97. Vice President for Student Affai-
rs-elect. Brian Friedman, Vice
Preside forAcademic Affaks-ekc- t,
Carrie Toth '97, Secretary-elec-t.
Maggie Ogle. Director of Student
ServkesarxlSpecialEvents-elcct,an-d
DonrjeUWvche 97andSarah Fenske
99, both iof whom won at-lar- ge seats
onCarnpusCoundL
.
Lines of communication were
among the first issues discussed at
the meeting. Penrod stated that he
would like the group ofstudent lead-
en to meet with Halesorjcesrnonth,
or at least for Penrod to meet with
Hales once a month. After the meet-
ing Hales staked lhathe was interested
its important for students to be their
eyes and ears to iames that make the
campus abetterplace to be.
Diversity was one of the items
brought Bp at the meeting. Wyche
Saucy Joke
continued from page 1
They took a joke too seriously."
said Parker. "What they were con-skleri- ng
offensive, peopte could un-
derstand aroondhere.1 wouldn't put
it up in Wayne Public Library."
I don't think were being op-pressed,"- said
Cream ofSauce mem-
ber Jamie Christensea 96, "I just
find it kind of stupid."
"We didn't have a message to get
aaoss,"saidGcdieMcCreight,the
fourth Cream ofSauce member,"ex-
cept that everybody hates us."
Parkeralso noted that SAB en-
gages in many actions that the pub-
lic may find offensive. "SAB spon-sor- ed
Pulp Fiction," said Parker,
"and : that demonized
homosexuality--J think that is a lot
more dangerous than kids with
middle fingers."
--
-- Other bands playing at Dancing
v'Mrn,m .mhil Heeidinff not to
boycotr the performance, were dis-
appointed and shocked by Cream of
Sauce's ejection. Kevin Hunt '97of
the band Species stated during their
set at Dancing on McGaw that the
band had doubts about playing the
gig, and also staring, "you wonder
why the flag at Wooster is half-ma-st,
iu because .free speech .at
.eVAra
brought up the point that in Hales
convocation address, be stated that
ifWooster was an ice cream flavor,
Uwouldn'tbe vanilla. "With 80 of
the students atWoosterbeing white,"
said Wyche after the meeting, "and
30 of them being male, it looks
vanilla to me." Student leaders also
brought up the point that, while
Wooster is advertised as a diverse
campus, the advertisements do not
face up to facts in many cases. Also,
Malik staled mat while there is a lot
ofmteniationalrecruitmemfromthe
Indian sub-contine-nt, areas of the
world such as Africa orEast Asia go
largely ignored. "Those parts of the
world," said Malik, "are just not
represented on this campus."
Malik also brought up thepoint of
security on campus. "I am not very
impressed." said Malik, "with the
security system. He ated that tne
Rover program, which had students
out on campus in orange vests, has
been eliminated. "They the rovers
may not have much power," said
Malik."butat least there is someone
there." Malik felt that the rovers
gave an added sense of security to
the campus, and that cutting the pro-
gram was a mistake.
The student leaders believe that
Hales will take their issues into con-gidcratf-ciB
when setting the agenda
for iextyeac think Hales." said
Wyche, "more, than President
Copehmd. win evaluate this more
seriously in'my opinion,"wben talk-
ing about die diversity issue.
Too Much?
Wooster is dead."
"Wediscussed,"saidHunt."ifwe
Species wanted to perform for an
organization that behaved in such a
manner. Itwaapretrjr unprofessional,
the wayitwas handled. Itwas pretty
blatant censorship and it was pretty
. blatant." ,
"If you are a campus band," said
Brian Sprouse '96, lead singer of
Cay Topaz, "yon get no respect."
. Dancing at McGaw was moved to
the Underground due to the cold
weather, and attendance was light
"Playing a guitar with cold fingers
doesn't work," said Greco of the
decision to move the site.
"It's become my personal ven-
detta for the next two weeks," said
Parker of the current situation. "The
biggest mistake they SAB, made
was pissing offan asshole with a big
mouth." ' : . -
Cream of Sauce will have a fare-we-ll
concert at Scot Lanes from 8 to
9:15pan. this Ittday. Anotherround
of advertisements has already gone
up for the gig. which features the
members of the band flipping off
the camera, with x-- es over their
extend middle fingers, and states
that the event is a "celebration of
freedom." The event is free, and
. all are.invited. .. . ........
The Wooster Voice News
James, Security Director
Set to Leavefor Oberlin
AARON RUPERT
Keith-Jame-s, current Director of
Security, has been offered thejob of
Director ofSecurity at Oberlin Col-
lege. James stated that he "should
make a decision by Monday." Ac-
cording to James, a verbal agree-
ment has been made between him-
self and Oberlin's administration
stating that he would take the job.
He is currently undergoing contract
negotiations and wished to state that
nothing is definite as of yet.
"Hnahzation means having a con-
tract," said James of the offer.
Dean of Students Kenneth
PfasqueDec stated that the Dean of
Studentsofficehad nocommentand
mat James had not sent in aresigna- -
I don. Jarrks stated that "as soton as I
make mydecision, I'll call
rPIusqueDecl.
"The schools are different loca-tkmsar- Ki
have differentchallenges,"
said James. He cited that the chal-
lenges ofbeing Ooerlm's Director of
Security, which is closer to a major
cy and ato has a Conservatory of
Music and an larger art gallery, are
quite different mat the challenges at
Wooster. "Oberlin offers dirnensions
of Security that are not options at
Wooster." explained James.
"bis not because there are prob-
lems at the CoDege,of Wooster,"
saidJames about thepossible move.
Jamespraised thecurrentWooster
security program, saying that "the
program is in excellent shape."
James also stated that the security
officehas gotten strong support from
the administration throughout his
WW mi iMiMMiiaivriTiarrfri
i-- w J jO.
nrmr
tenure as director of security here.
James also stated his displeasure
with recent attacks on the security
office, and he believes that the fact
he was offered a job at Oberlin dis-
proves the charges that Wooster's
security office is fraught with prob-
lems.
"I don't think." said James, "any-
one would look at a program that is
bad and say 'let's take a guy from
this program and put him in ours.'"
He believes that, since Oberlin's
program is more complex than
Wooster's, "for someone at Oberlin
to look at someone in theCollege of
Wooster programsays quite a lot
about Wooster's program."
The search process for a Director
of Security at Oberlin began early
this year, and James was one of the
two finalists brought to Oberlin to
meet groups of students and admin-
istrators. The committee that chose
James consisted of four students,
Oberlin's acting Director of Secu-
rity, the local police chief, four ad-
ministrators mat ranged from the
Director of Counseling to the Dean
of Students, two members of
Oberlin's security office, and Pro-
fessor James Walshr chair of the
sociology department at Oberlin.
"I thmk that very clearly he was
the b choice," said Walsh, "the
thing that distinguished him from
other people was a definite caring
and interest in stadents," .
Walsh also staled that the choice
ofa new director of security can be
"acommunityboikllrjcpportunky,
and your man James was very ef-
fective at that."
"--"-iT-H-
nin.n, t
photo by ERIC BAKKEN
Workers cutting down oak trees outside Severance Art to make way for
imminent renovations. Many students were saddened by the necessary
removal of the years-ol- d trees
n M t .
t
Page 3
Bissman
continued from page 1
of Douglass Hall, saw a man with a
white baseball cap and white jacket
"light something on fire" and throw,
the object, then run into Bissman
through the door, which was propped
open by the interior rug. "They lit it,
threw it, and then it burst like a
Molotov cocktail."
Norman also stated that there
"were a couple ofother guys outside
of Bissman, who went inside."
The impact site had a residue of .
white powder; Security removed the
physical remains of the shoes.
Director of Security Keith James
was notified at approximately 2:15
AM. AccordingtoJuili, James was
"thankful that we called. He had no
further comment."
Juili also stated he and Starkey
spoke to residents of Bissman who
had their lights on, but "the three
individuals we spoke towere unable
to give us any information."
Residents of Bissman who were
awake at the time of the fire were
seen observing from windows.
The Voice interviewed 9 resi-
dents ofBissmaa who aU either had
noknowledge of the fire or observed
the events through windows.
SpmiM" immtialriy enmed
regarding possible perpetrators; at
this time. Campus Security has not
determined who is responsible , In-
vestigations were pending asofpress
Juili rrrKiH that as soon as
he and Starkey determined that the
firewas under control, the dispatcher
was notified so as to can off the fire
Page 4
It talks.
It talks to othcgraputers.
It talks to your Mom.
For more mjormahon not us on At tntemel at bttpJbedrnfoAftle com
: Cuy a MacTbef ore you pack.
For further information contact
The Computer Sales Office
201 Taylor Hall, x2252
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intojoining, or would be intimidated
if they attempted tojoin anotherGreek
group. Those who were outspoken on
this issue at the SGA meeting dis-
agreed entirely. 1 think we are bigger
that the faculty things we are," said
Laster of the fear of Greek-independe- nt
intimidation. The motion passed
on a vote of 13-0--1.
While the resolutions dominated
the meeting, other important tidbits
were in the meeting. It was an-
nounced that Campus Council
passed a resolution to allow stu-
dents to vote on whether they want
their dorm hour access changed.
Dorms will be allowed to vote
whether to extend their hours until 2
A3This change was prompted by
a SGA resolution that attempted to
get 24 hours access to all the dorms
on campus. The Council provision
will change the Scots Key to allow
the hour-acce- ss vote and now goes
to the Board of Trustees and to the
Cc41ege's lawyers for their approval.
Next year's SGA President Steve
Penrod 97 stated that applications
are due Friday to be editor of the
Baby Book, a publication about in-
coming freshman published by SGA.
Finally, adjournment for the year
was moved and passed on a vote of
10-4-- 0, with those against failing to
keep the meeting going on as long as
they possibly could.
Many in the SGA meeting stated
that this year's Senate was better
than the last, and the members of
SGA had varied reasons for the im-
provement of SGA. Penrod stated
that it was doe to, "a-- pro-acti- ve
cabinet, aa enthusiastic first-ye- ar
class, along with other senators, and
Emily Durham "46, current Presi-
dent of SGA.
"I think we've developed some
really' strong power structures that
will lead to the development of
SGA," said Senator Heidi Georgi
96. a veteran of the Senate!
"What I'm proudest of," said
Durham, "is that for the most part,
SGA became an active orgmirarion
r i .
'.Maiy 3,' 1995
SGA 0 Whz;; Year Filled with Successes andFailures
AARON RUPERT
SGA passed two resolutions in its
final week of the 95-9- 6 school year,
a year that contained many successes
and failures in SGA. The final state-men- u
made by the SGA Senate dealt
. with Greek concerns and problems
wkh laundry. The meetinended a
t year of SGA filled with some suc-cess- es
and some lingering problems.
v The firstresolution, from the Park-
ing committee of Senator Dave
--t Laster 97, basically requested that
the dryer time on all campus ma--
.. chines be set from its current 45
minutes loan hour. Laster stated that
, be has gotten many complaints from
, students about wet clothes after a run
through the campus dryers, and he
also stated that this change should
f save students from wearing soggy
t clothes and buying laundry tickets.
, The second resolution ofthe night
came from the report cSGA'iCam-pu- s
Council rtps. According to
tor Andrew Weaver 97 and Vice
President for Student Affairs Cameron
Flint 97. two resolutions came to the
floor ofCampus Council dealing with
Greek housing. The first, which failed
' Council, would have allowed more
than 6 Greeks to live on a hall outside
of Greek housing. Senator James
Hervey '96 brought a resolution to the
floor ofSGA that asked Campus Coun-c- il
to reconsider and vote yes on the
Greek resolution. "It is discrimina-
tion," said Hervey, "that seeing me
and six ofmy brothers living on a hall
is somehow different that seeing me
and six of my friends living on a halL"
"It is blatant discriminating just
because someone wears Greek let-
ters," said Laster, echoing Hervey's
statement.
According to the Weaver and
Flint, some on Council felt that if a
large number of Greeks decided
through room draw to live on the
same ball, and then a few indepen-
dents that happened to live oa such
a non-Greek-bous- ing Greek hall, the
independents would be intimidated
-- . v- -
again." Activities and actions such
as the Spirit Bus and the dorm-acce- ss
changes were pointed to by
many Senators and senate observers
as the successes of SGA this year.
While there is general agreement
on the successes this year, the per-
ception of the problems of SGA
varied front member to --member.
Durham stated that,"a couple mem-
bers of the organization get caught
op in procedure the reason we're
there is to work for student interests;
not get caught up in the structure."
Duiiiamcxyitinued by stating that,"lhe
problem lies in the fact that the Consti-
tution arid the By-la- ws suck. They are
in (lirectcompetition with each other."
The lack of wanting to serve the
student body was also seen by
Georgi, who believes that SGA has,
"too many people with individual
agendas that didn't want to do any-
thing except get personal
recognition think that we need to
please see SGA, page 5
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Council
Year in
Review
HILARY TEYNOR
At the changing ofthe guard toot
place this week in Campus Council.
- manyof the students, faculty, and
administrators reflected on the iro-pa- ct
of this yearns Council. They
yhyrtd thnr iatiywt np---
pointnaents wim CcWhvacoom-pHshmen- tt.
- -.--
"-
- Hddi Georgi 9fsaid "I Eke IhcS
revised charienacket and 1 thought
we had good council Interaction
Howevrjrhoog!btwehadtoomany
. people who hadindhridoal agendas
andlfcU thatwe moved reallyreally
slowly on issues that could have
been dealt with in much less time
with mnch less controversy.
Chair Rente Sayder 96 pointed
to Coondl's work oa restructuring
the charteringprocess and the Reg-isteri- ng
a Student Organization
packet. "I think overall we got a lot
of things accomplished this year
despite overall campus opinion a
lot ofthfogs were behind the scenes,
and we ironed out a lot of wrinkles.
I think our major challenge at the
begummg turnedouttobe our majcr
achievement the reconfiguration
of"Registering a Student Organiza-
tion
Nfcwly elected Chair Donnell
Wyflie '97 cites campus approval
as a sign ofCouncil's effectiveness.
"I think that Campus Council re-
vamped a lot of its paperwork and
has taken a proactive stance toward
organizations, assisting them with
the chartering process. I think that
Campus Council was plagued in the
.
fall .semester by a, kH. of.criticism J
from" atot ofjuuiviaaais wno are sot
familiar with how it works. They
have since changed their opinions
of Campus Council and actually
praised it." . . v
Finally. Veteran Council member
Damon Hickey comments on this
year. This is my fourth year on
CounciL What we-- ! ve done thiaiyear
is a lot of clean-u-p, responding to a
lot of theconcerns ofPresident Hales
about the guidelines ofmembership
fcrdubsartdsectk)ns,Weve passed
a lot of charters this year, and the
process is becoming a lot more fa-
miliar. We now have all student
organizations going through the pro-
cess. ' U" .
"I think that Council took a little
longer to geL I don't know why that
is. butby the endofthe year we were
working well together." Hickey also
found the size of Council to be a bit
unwieldy, emphasizing that Coun-
cil "didn't review our own
memberships we're supposed to do
it every three years." Hickey con-
cluded by saying The IPC Inter-fait- h
Council issue is something to
tackle in the fall."
The Wooster Voice News
Seniors Graduate on the 13th
Three to receive honorary doctorates
AARON VETTH
For 349 seniors.. Monday May
13th will be a turning point in their
liveswhen,afteryears ofhard work,
they will finally receive their
bachelor's degrees at the College's
126th Commencement held in the
Oak Grove beginning at lttOO AM
However, the class of 96 will notbe
the only ones rewarded for years of
hard work, as three individuals will
receive honorary doctorates for
achievements in the fields of litera-
ture, geology.and history, Karen N.
Hprn,whobc4dsaPhJXtaeoMwb
ksandistbecurremchakcBank'
One in Cleveland, will be the guest'
commertcemftiitip&Jcert" '
Originally fromtfifbrmHora
earned her doctorate laconcnics
from Baltimore's JooMropkins
' tTtv4aMwttv sVfwf tfaffM vent. aataTar- - JII
exoemeiysucccssiu oner robust-
ness. Before her currett position at
Bank One, Horn was president of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
and treasurer of the Bell Telephone
Company of Pennsylvania. She av
alsoservesasadmxtorofRixbbermaid
IncorponaedBritishPetroleumQ
pany pJx, Efi Lilly and Company,
TRWInc and the National Bureau of
Economic Research.
Dr. Hon is also involved with
many charitable causes. She serves
as a trustee of the Cleveland Clinic
Foundation, Cleveland Tomorrow,
the Cleveland Orchestra, and the
Rockefeller Foundation. She is also
a respected economist who has
served on the President's Bipartisan
Commission onEntitlementandTax
Reform.
Gwendolyn Brooks will be hon-
ored with the honorary doctor of
letters degree for her work in litera-
ture. She is aPuUtzerPrize-wirmin- g
Space
To
Meet
Your
.Needs
author who has written more than a
dozen volumes of poetry and sev-
eral books for children. Also, she
has edited' several anthologies of
poetry by black writers. She has
taught at the University ofChicago.
Columbia College, and the Univer-
sity ofWisconsin. Currently, she is
the writer in residence at Chicago
State University where she has a
chaired position in Black Culture
and Literature named after her.
Geologist Bdridge Moores win
receive aa honorary doctor of sci-
ence degree from Wooster. He is a
graduate of the California Institute
ofTechnology and Princeton and is
currently a professor ofgeology at
teUuftenitjr ofCalifornia-Davi- s, -
and is known for his field work-i-n
the American West and in Greece
and Cyprus.: His work mtte Basin
and Rante area of the American
West has helped to lay the basis for
the understanding of continental
extension Involving low-ang- le de-
tachment faulting.. His work in
Greece and Cyprus wasnportant
ft the identification of the hnk be-twe- ea
ophiolites and ocean crusts
Peter Pant wiQ receive an honor-
ary doctor of humanities from
Wooster, He is one of the most
distinguished historians in theworld
whose has written several books in
the fields ofart history, cultural his-
tory, and military history. He is the
author of Makers of Modern Strat-
egy from MachiaveUi to the Nuclear
Agewhtobecpinew
as the standard text for military his-
torians. Paret was educated at the
University of California - Berkeley
and the University of London. He
has also wrote Persuasive Images:
Posters ofWar and Revolution from
the Hoover Institute Archives with
Wooster art professor Beth Irwin
Locations SpecialDiscountClose PlansTo ForCollege College
Students
Lewis.
On Sunday May 12th, Wooster' s
traditional baccalaureate ceremony
wiU be held at McGaw Chapel at
10:30 AM. The speaker wiU be
Rev. Ronald P. Byars, who is the
pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church of Birmingham. Michigan.
Rev. Byars is a graduate of the Uni-
versityofNebraska,and the Univer-
sity of Michigan where be received
his master's degree and doctorate.
Healsoreceived his master ofdivin-
ity degree from the Yale University
Divinity School. The title of his
message is "I Win Question You".
- compHied with the help of News
Services .
SGA
continued from page 4
realize that we are on SOA to repre-
sent the student body."
Senator Travis Grundke 99 be-
lieves that the inain problem ofSGA
was lack of attendance. "Member-
ship committee,'' said Grundke of
the committee that creates policy
for tardy "and absent members,
"didn't keep up on top of things."
This lack of attendance jointed to
by Grundke led some of the SGA
ad-h- oc committees, sucn as the
Handicap committee thtfLspent jhe
entire year planning fHandicap
Awareness Day ftnl? thatever
happened, into inefficiency and stag-
nation. :
"We've regained a lot ofcredibil-
ity we lost in the last years," said
Durham of the whole year, illustrat-
ing that this year's SGA has been an
improvement. butiUlI has many
more imprbterneiitsna
Fenced
In
Storage
With
Security
Gate
Page 5
Senior
Officers
Chosen
KATY GELDRICH
Senior class officers were chosen
this Wednesday, after three rounds
of elections.
Bob Barends'96 was chosen as
senior class president, and Scarlett
Caminiti 96 was chosen as secretary.
Kim Reid presidentof theWooster
Student Alumni Association, was
happy with a voter turn-o-ut of over
one-thir- d of the senior class.
. Barends was happy and excited
about being elected. -
"I look forward to planning the
fifth yearreunion, and working with
Ann Wilson (president of the Alumni
Association). She's Wilson won-
derful."
Barends partially attributes his vkv
tory to his job at the Lowry informa-
tion desk. tWorking aQ the informa-tio- n
desk is a wonderful job because
people get to know you, and you get a
feel for the students", just from work-ingattheinfiprmaodeskIk- nowa
tot ofpeople from my clastThat wfll
help when k cornes time o plan the
fifth year reunion."
Heidi Georgi '96 said "He's the
focal point of the class because we
all know Bob!"
Caminiti was verv flattered to be
chosen by her class.
"I'm really excited to take on this
, responsibility .to keep in touch with
people and help people keep in touch
wim each other.. J'mtotaUypryched
to have this responsibility .J 'm look-
ing forward to writing the notes.
Wooster means so much to me that
I really wanted to keep in touch.rve
had a great four years here, and to
extend it for another five years is
really great for me."
SMITHVILLE
MINI-STORAG- E
Commercial - Residential
7 day, 24 Hour Access
Easy Access Monthly Rates
Several Sizes to Choose
Located Near
St. RL 585 on
Apple Creek Rd.
MIkeG
669-21- 46
$200 - $500 i
WEEKLY
i
MaUing travel brochures. No f
formation send a self-address- ed
stamped envelope to:
Universal Travel
P.O. Box 610188
Miami, FL 33261
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Wooster Insight
Mass Retraction of Rhetorical Proportions
As the print year conies to a close, the Voice Editorial Board wonders
worryingly how they tared. Honesdy, we fceJ a tinge guilty having pursued
stories with such unrestrained vigor, such nonchalant hustle. The news, it's
a big deal, and you know us, we're always looking for affirmation, a little
pat on the bock, from all you dear image-conscio- us mends.
So, in reverence to y'all who can't take it, who abhor a little truth and
spice, the Editorial Board hereby RETRACTS every single word we
uttered, printed, blurted, every cartoon, every damning photogiaih and
expose. We retract it alL And why? Because we CARE. Underneath the
facade of har&4iittmg.alnYMrighteo
have a son side, ready 10 cater to all whnn and fancy.
Sprint who? Sosanne Woods (hrnnu. if she actually exists at all) is
actually a flaming hyperhetero with lea kids in Wyoming! SOA? Never
heard of them. Campus Council? Aren they a lobbying group? The boys
in Holden ARE NOT GAY. Grudgingly, we retract all features on crushes
(discernible weeping from all)! No, our children, this is not a joke.
And, just so yoa know we're not being conspiratorial or just plain
wussies, we hereby retract as well everything we will print next year. And
year's to come. Because, ultimately, you can't handle the troth! Funny thing
is, for all of yoa who empauiicalry and categorically denied this and that
through the year. HAH! Y ALL R SCREWED.
SAB's Massive On-Camp- us Mutilation Binge
Try as they might to purge this campus of all evil doings, SAB has
unwittingly swayed some on the campus towards the path of destruction.
We must admit we have seen it coming for quite some time. After all, the
line between good clean family entertainment and appendage mutilation is
so very thin. In their tireless pursuit to make on-camp-us entertainment as
sweet and fluffy as freshly spun cooon candy, SAB took their censoring
magic markers to the streets and demanded those children in a certain
band's advertisement campaign put those middle digits down. It seems
SAB just couldn't quit when they got their hands on the Crayolas, leaving
those poor helpless posterchildren with merely fingerless stubs. How could
SAB do something so terribly destructive, when they surely know how very
impressionable each one of our coUege-ege-d minds are? Assuming their
intent for erasing those offending fingers was to stop any students from
likewise ex tending such appendages in this rude salute; does not the
posarensored sign insinuate that aD of os should cease thoae very append-ag-es
from ever being raised in such an unseemly fashion? It is unknown
whether anyone on campus has rid themselves oftheir iniddk digit since the
recent SAB spree; wejust hope thatperennial bad hairday wecall SAB Sam
doesn't show up sporting less digits than the clip art package from which
he came intended.
Theft views represent the majority views of the editorial
boardand not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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Open letter to Ms. Patton. Vice
President for Development:
In reading the letter you sent to
me in regards to Woosters Cam
paign for the 1990's, I found your
tone to be condescending and rode.
Ifyou are attempting to solicit funds
from myself, other alunmi. Darents.
doubt that you will be successful.
Your attempts to encourage dona
tions in order to have aname printed
on a filial Donor Report is infantile.
fruitless, and uncharacteristic of the
were issued m 1994-9- 3; six ia 1993-9- 4;
aad three ai 1992-9- 3.
Second, it is not true that a
rity officfT was fired toe
Wooster City Police to the incident
iawiaca a soadeat drove lis vehicle
through the Kauke Arch.
Third, rae assertion that the Col-
lege attempts tokeep sexual assaults
quiet to avoid aegative publicity is
not true. When the administration,
mc biding Residence Hall staff, is
made aware ofallegations ofsexual
assault, that ixxformation is for-
warded to the dvd authorities. Col-
lege policy and Ohio law on this
point are clean "With the excep-
tions noted below, all individuals
are required by law to inform the
civil authorities ofany felonies (e.
1 rvtH,
principles embodied at the College
of Wooster.
Whether I decide to donate to the
College of Wooster is, and will al-
ways be, my choice. Sometimes,
extenuating circumstances do not
or friends' with mis letter. !Juwfo need tc
ateSchool before they caneven think
about donating. 'Your letter fmt
to take tsoae of ilif w fatiiTW into
account. (I highlighted "none' be--
causeyon made sure tohighlight the
murder, rape, snroal ananlt. rob--
etc.) about which they become
aware The only exception to the
aboeirgganoacoaccrBsauornia-tio- n
which is shared with a physi-
cian, neniber of the ckrgy or Sorvi-vorSuppoitSys- Bcm
or ia a counsel-in- g
sesiag with say of the College
counselors." (HmdbookefSeiecttd
CoUete Policies, pages 4fMl)
Fourth, the state of Ohio did aot --
cCtf "tosara canipai accurltj aitja
coflpt pobccdsMrtaPcot this ycy
la 1992. a bin was passed ia the
Ohio General Assessor that gave
Ohio's indepcadent colleges sod
aaiversities the opportaaity to
change their aeenrity offices to cam-pu- s
pobce departnieot statas uT they
sochose. Because of its riotff and
effective relationship with the
Wooster Cry Police, the College
did aot elect to make that change
and, ia fact, there was never a for-
mal proposal to do so.
Fifth, I am aware of no one in me
administration, who has ever heard
of. let alone had contact from any
"regional anti-gan- g progiams.
Finally, to suggest that Wooster's
campus is a "nigh crime ares' is
oufll
JLetters
The College is too extreme in its search for money
1
negative conotadve words in your
letter.)
To be badgered with letters, such
as the one you chose to send out.
does everything but persuade me to
donate to the College of Wooster.
allow for donations to be- - made. which isunfortunate. Iview Wooster
EjumdruSesma1)esBden ai'very sIil pli itijrj fed 'IbrtimW to have oeen able to at
Security is not as bad as Wachs claims
Benjamin Wachs' column
the April 26 issue of The Voice
ton than can possiMy be addicurd
in a single letter, but his most giar-jw- g
mistakes BMsat foe oortected.
First, it is not true mat there have
been more campus alerts this year
than ia any of the previoss three.
Five seenray alerts have been is--
tend. I won't, however, respond
positively to the College if I con-
tinue to receive letters like this.
Sincerely.
William F.Orubb90
unfounded. Those of us who make
' Ouf Domes ia this comrnunity are
well aware that the level of crime
has risen ia Wooster and Wayne
County ia recent years, which is part
ofaa anXortuusse arend ia otostother
parts of the country. That is one
reason why the Security Office and
the Office of the Dean of Students
programs to edu--
woos&or snMcnts to me potea
tJal problems that they any
ter on this campus and in dns i
hew safe naught
to be. I take the
safety of oar students very peisoa
ally as do all members of me Col-leg- o.
-
The use ofaaonymous sources as
the sc4e basis fcrastoryoraccnana
smack of tabloid journalism where
facts never stand ia the way of a
good story. Moreover, offering the
Director of Security aa opportunity
to respond to these charges and then
choosing to ignore all of his clarifi-catio- ns
and ccnections is unfortu-
nate. The Voice ought to do better
than mat
Kenneth R. Plusquellec, Dean of
Students '
JLettersTT!
SGA reporting innacurate
In response lo Colleen Dunn's 26 April
article: SGA MEETS BRIEFLY, I am writing
to set the record straight. The SGA ID Com-
mitteeannounced in the 24 April Senate meet-
ing that the new IDCard Key system along
with the new debit card system have been
placed in the College's budget for the 1996-199-7
academic year in fulfillment of the
committee's goals for the year. According to
Dwayne Davis, Director of Residential Life,
the Board of Trustees (not Campus Council)
will vote on the College's budget on 1 June
1996.
Throughout the year the ID Committee has
worked with Mr. Davis and the Dean's Staff
on these items as well as on the issue of
extending dormitory access hour until 2.-0-0
ajn., every day. Contrary to Ms. Dunn's
article. Campus Council played no role in the
accomplishments of this committee.
I sincerely hope that in the future Voice
articles are checked for factual accuracy be-
fore publication.
Terry Heubert 98
Chair, SGA ID Committee
As this week's article about the most recent
Campus Council meeting statu. Colleen
Dunn's statement that "Campus Council will
be discussing change in card key access
poticf was correct, and at no time did she
attempt toducrcdU the efforiscf ID comittee.
Her article stated the amount of the approved
budget for SGA's coming year, making no
mention of Campus Council in conjunction
with the budget. It is also stated that"the
Trustees will vote on the issue ofnew student
ID.' and debit cards' at the beginning of
next year. The actual date is , according to
our respondent, in June. Our apologies for
this error.
Correction
In a recent Voice interview it was mis-taken- ly
suggested that I was on the faculty
of the UniversityofIllinois forsix years. In
fact, during the frve and a half years I lived
in Champaign-Urban- a, I was on the
faculty for only one year.
SusanFigge
Dean of Faculty
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In response to race relations...
Three letters to the editor respond to last week's article on race
Two students
I'm JamilaandI'mBlack. I'm Beth and I'm
White. An article appeared in the April 26
edition of The Voice, entitled, "'Race Rela-
tions Suck on this Campus.;" We were of-
fended in the context in which the Black
community was displayed. Also, the article
was inaccurately tided, because it isn't about
race relations at all it's about the Black
community at The College of Wooster.
The quote, "It's not the cornfields that are
scaring students away, it is theoffice ofBlack
student affairs," was really offensive. It is
unfair to call this office frightening, since we
can not name any other administrative office
on this campus that is problem-fre- e. Many
Black students were recognized by this office
at a dinner and given a variety of awards for
theirachievements. Oooh, really frightening.
The authors claimed that "The nature ofthe
programs and special events on this campus
does so much to segregate," and continued to
describe how the Sadie Hawkins Dance and
Winter Gala were scheduled for the same
weekend. So what? This example of sched-
uling has absolutely nothing to do with race.
Instead, why don't we talk about what you
really mean --theBones, Thugs and Harmony
concert. This event was what you referred to
as, "geared almost exclusively towards Black
students." L Beth, was told about the concert,
as were allcmyWhile friends,by otherwhite
people. Sodoes that mean we areBlack? One
morequestion are you making assumptions
based on Rap music? We call them assump-
tions because that is what they are.
L Jamila, am not an active member of
B.W.O. or any other Black student organiza-
tion. However, I have no problems going to
their sponsored events or inviting my While
friends. I do not receive weekly notifications
about events; they sometimes forget I am
also a member of Zeta Phi Gamma, and.
sometime, they forget loo. Does this mean
that I am not a Zeta? Now let's talk about
isolation. The Zetas are not a predominately
Black organization, but I am a member. Fre-
quently, I am at parties where I am one of the
few Blackstudents in attendance,and, at these
parties, we do not stand in the corner and talk
to ourselves. I don't remember anybody ask-
ing me to leave because I'm Black.
We realize that some of the students at
Woosterhave the mentality thatyou can check
your race at the door, and we recognize that
this does not always happen (we've both bad
to deal with prejudice Beth is Jewish.) To
generalize that the campus is segregated is
another unfair assumption. This school con-
sists of various cliques, based on everything
from sports to race. We are not denying this
fact However, one can have a diverse expe-
rience, if she is willing to go out and meet
people. People's insecurity about doing this
has nothing to do with race relations.
Finally, we both know people of various
ethnic origins. According to your article,
these friendships are not possible. I guess
we're living a lie. So, considering your ad-
vice, we will no longer befriend anyo who
is ofanother race. Thanks for the edu tional
lesson.
Jamila Atkinson
Beth Cooperman
Many Black students
Though we are in complete agreement with
the assessment that racial relationsat The
College ofWooster are appaUing,webelieve
many points in the article, "Race Relations
Suck on this Campus", warrant comment.
The student orientation program that the
black students quoted in the article so vehe-
mently opposed was instituted this year to
assist first-ye- ar students in the transition from
high school to college. It is obvious that many
black students have difficulties making this
transition since several students drop out after
the first year. Perhaps the orientation pro-
gram dees need to be reworked; however, we
personally believe it is better to "offend" these
first-ye- ar students with the prospect ofhaving
an orientation program than have them enter
college without any idea of the expectations
they will face. If the lack of preparation for
the academic and social expectations that
students face in college had continued,
classes would continue to be decimated, as
previous classes have been.
Wetake greatcense to the denunciation of
OBSA that these students made. First of all
we believe the wrong venue of recourse was
taken. If Aese students had a proWer with
Kim Rodger-Ferguso- n, the adult thing to do
would have been to discuss personal prob-
lems arKlAvprograrnming problems with her.
To attack her maliciously in a campus publi-cati- on
was simply immature and unwarranted.
Wepersonallybelieve Rodger-Fergus-on does
fW. ritrwm gH tn lrrwvw nvirnt individually.
She has assisted many of us with locating
possible internships and scholarships and she
has also assistedwith personal problems some
ofus have faced throughout our tenure here at
Wooster. We believe getting to know a
person is a two-wa-y street and would ques-
tion how much, effort the students inter-
viewed for the article have put into getting
to know members of the staff of OBSA. ..
We believe that this article was intention-
ally written to be inflammatory. By stating
that black students were required to submit a
writing sample during orientation, it does
seem that black students are being singled out
unfairly. However, your article fails to men-
tion that students received constructive evalu-
ations on the samples, much as they would in
a typical classroom. This was just another
positive way first-ye- ar students were pre-
pared for what they would face during the
year.
Finally, you mention that 9 students have
withdrawn. It is important to mention that
these students have withdrawn fora variety of
reasons not justbecauseof the evils inOBSA
and in the black community. You neglected to
mention that of these 9 students, only 4 were
first-ye- ar students. Significantly fewer first-ye- ar
students withdrew this year than at the
end of my first year (1993-94- ). We can only
conclude that despite the negative criticism
leveled towards OBSA and other black stu-
dents, someone is doing something right.
Tiana Mayere Lee
and 23 other Black students
A colleague
In response to the article about race rela-
tions on campus in last week's Voice, I am
writing to support of Kim Rodger Ferguson.
Although I am not aware ofall that she does on
campus, I am convinced of her willingness
and interest in improving race relations on
campus.
As a fellow staff member, I have observed
Kim's efforts to assist with the coordination
of a number of important events with the
intent of bettering campus relations and ad-
dressing some of the issues related to reten-
tion. For example, Kim initiated and has led
campus efforts to begin regular campus dis-
cussions related to diversity issues; has ac-
tively taken educational programs into resi-
dence halls during Black History Month to
broaden awareness and sensitivity to campus
relations; and was very successful in cooper-
ating with staff, faculty, students, and alumni
to again organize the Black Alumni Career
PaneL
In addition, I've had at least ten students
(both under and upper class) tell me about
how Kim has worked with them as individuals .
in herdaily attempts to meet and address their
own needs.
As an administrator in my first year on this
campus, I will not deny that racial tensions
exist here at the College of Wooster. How-
ever, I was quite disappointed as I read the
article because I believe it was one-side- d.
There are two sides lo every story and I wish
that the positive aspects of race relations
had also been presented.
I was somewhat troubled by the vagueness
in which the Ascription relevant to the stu-de- nts
who provided information for this story
was given. "We interviewed several Black
students" was the phrase utilized to specify
the population for this article. I understand
the need for confidentiality in reporting, but
this told me so little that I( found myself
wondering how many students, what class
levels, and more. I also questioned "How
many of these students have been active and
assumed responsibility for fostering better --
racial relations here at Wooster?"
I believe that every one of us here at the
College of Wooster has an active part to play
in the continuous improvement of racial rela-
tions on campus and with the community. I
expect myself and others to make mistakes
during the process and I also realize the im-
portance and value of sincerely trying to bet-
ter these relations. Retention is indeed an
issue for all students. Staff, faculty, and
students all have valuable contributions to
make in addressing this concern. I am com-
mitted to doing what I can to increase my
own, the college's, and the community's
awareness and sensitivity to diversity is-
sues. I look forward to working with all of
you in these efforts.
Sincerely,
Michelle Parker, Assistant Director of Ca-
reer Services
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AnnaStyers '98
Tbe Voice isn't hard news. It does cover
issues on campus but the issues it covers are
inconsequential. Articles on dating have got-e-n
ridiculous there are one or two every
veek. Editors have not caught everything
"hey should have. Proofreading is important
x particularly headlines."
Damon Hickey, Director of Libraries
"Several years ago the Akron Beacon Jour-
nal did a Pulitzer Prize--winning series on race
in Akron, and then encouraged a lot of local
rivic initiatives to improve race relations in
ite city (several of the staff spoke here at a
First Year Forum in 1994). I keep hoping the
Voice will try to do something that important
for our campus if not race relations at the
College, how about town-go- wn relations? I've
been disturbed by the negative tone of many
xlitorials and columns this year, especially
the attacks on the candidacy and selection of
President Hales. If the editors aren't satisfied
with the leadership here, why not provide a
positive leadership of their own? The press,
tven a college newspaper, has a lot more
power to do good than it realizes."
The Wooster Voice Viewopjnts
Speak Your Mind
"What do you think ofthe Wooster Voice this year?99
1 i - lim
Terry Heubert "98
The Voice is very much improved over the
last year, especially in the second semester.
The reporting has been more accurate, in-de- pth
and precise. I'm disappointed that
sometimes it seems that writers don't proof-
read articles or check facts I hope this will
be addressed next year. If this is done the
significance the campus gives the paper will
be greater. Ben Wachs tends to be a bit
abrasive, and I know that some individuals
have problems with him but be has raised
interesting and good points. In the future I
hope someone steps up who is able to write
biting editorials like he has."
Graham Westerman '97
"Definitely better than past years,
happy with the coverage. Keep it up."
I'm
Jessica Powell '99
"I enjoy the Voice. I like the Arts and
Entertainment section if I thought I would
like to go see a show I could read about it first
and decide if I wanted to go see it or not. I
liked some of the articles I found them very
funny. Take Back the Night' articles rocked."
r II ii
Jeanine Edmonds '99
"The Voice got better as the year went on
with aO the new ankles and subjects they put
in. I like the story-typ- e articles; Amy Chidiac
does a lot of them. The sports articles are
okay. They're not very good, not very infor-
mative or encouraging to the team. I was
offended by some of the lacrosse and field
hockey articles."
Jen Kostelnik '96
"I read the Viewpoints section religiously.
It's the most interesting. There is more news
in the Viewpoints section than there is in the
news section. I like the front page when it is
in the magazine format. I liked Speak Your
Mind they used to do it more often. It's
interesting to find out opinions of other stu-
dents on campus."
Matt Scott "98
"I don't think it's been too bad. Some
people worry about sensationalism and con-
troversy but it's always interesting to read."
Professor Richard Figge
German Department Chair
The Voice has always been fair to me. It
has quoted me correctly and has always got-
ten it right. Butwhenyoungjoumalistsgofor
cheap shots and self indulgences, they pay for
it with a lack ofcredibility lo the readers. My
advice is to always double check your facts. I
would like to scotch cheap rumors going
around that I paid for my last car by selling
Ben Wachs' Social Security number."
Mackie Feierstein '97
' "Over the years, the articles have become
more interesting and creative. When Todd
Lewis left, it took a big hit I didn't like him
personally, but he was a good editor. The
articles tend lo be biased towards the editors'
point of view. The Greeks are torn to shreds.
Even when the articles are positive, there's
something negative about them. The Voice
should present concrete facts, notviews. There
should be more sports coverage on women's
sports."
Compiled by Sandra Kozera
"The Best Statement to Make is to Become Very Very Rich"
wanna be subversive, but Ijust don't have the cash
As I approach my final days at this fine
institution. I begin to want (like any great
person about to leave one world for the next),
more and more, to
Kok Kian Goh leave my mark, to
make a grand
statement to the effect that"I wuz here." I find
nothing out of the ordinary about this, as four
long years at any one place makes one want to
believe that everything's not as ethereal as it
seems.
A statement such as this serves manifold
purposes. Aside from the obvious assurance it
would present to one's ego, it would as well--li- ke
a mark of victory of sorts be a little
momento to the converted (read: the ones who
love me), and as well a well-plac- ed snub to
those who do not believe. I could of course
wait a few years, amass a sum of money, and
pay for them to christen a building after me.
But that takes time, and rests upon the as-
sumption that I wilL at some point, have that
sort of cash. No. I'm looking for something
else, more primal and real. More punk.
Everyone wishes to make a statement these
days. It's de riguer. it's "in," it's coolly indi-
vidualistic. And it's easy, these days. In a
world where Alanis' not-very-iro- nic "Ironic"
is the number one single in the country, top-
ping some Mariah Carey song, and on a cam-
pus where safeness is a preeminent virtue, it
actually takes some effort not even inad-
vertently to make a statement.
Thoughts like these extend as well to the
newspaper, and we notice thatas the year goes
along we put extra effort into making our
mark as the paper that "could." Granted, if we
haven't yet brought the behemothian campus
institutions to their knees, we may never do it.
Those three-lett- er acronyms have proven re-
silient, or at least stupidly stubborn and un-
aware.
So what to do? I talked to friends about this,
being as concerned as I am, and several reve-lato- ry
thoughts come about. One talked of
spray-painti- ng hole dashes across the base of
the gargantuan cross at McGaw, with a little
sign saying"Cut Here" (rub., it, like the laugh-
able Wagner roof, is not supposed to be there
either, and stands as one of the more cowardly
afterthoughts of a not-very-gutsy-any- way
leadership). Especially over graduation week-
end, this would be quite amusing. Another
babbled incoherently about firebombing
Galpin, but I chalked this one up to temporary
insanity. A more ambitious type thought about
filling in all those little holes in the fields after
they've done their aeration bit. A particularly
tempting one was to go about stealing ALL
the --Wooster. Ohio" bricks. Seniors? It's time.
Oddly (or, rather, not), the vast majority of
the ideas assumed one thing that the college
would once again succumb to its all-illumina- ting
creed to prettify itself. Jokes about
mulching everything phallic in sight, about
throwing Lowry mugs about arbitrarily, all
are attempts to desecrate the sparkry facade. I
was walking up Beall one day with a friend,
and stumbled across a mess ofroadkiU. How
long do you think it'll take," she asked, "be-
fore they realize u's there and radio out for the
cleaning squads?" Very Point ofNo Return.
It's a quite apparent pain in their respective
administrative rears. Like (again) the orna-
mental onerousness of Wagner, and most re-cen-tly
the diabolical need topaint in Mack Flo
Gault's name on the library, while carelessly
leaving out "1993." Image is everything (I
sound like a Nike ad) and we're aTtfdull and
beautiful.
Ultimately, the most effective way ofmak-
ing your mark on the powers-that-- be is still to
be quite rich and taunt them. Like Stan Hales
said, it's true that some of us will get fabu-
lously wealthy,and also that they expectall of --
it back. If it's just to ensure that the kids have
two kinds of ice cream at every dinner, or if
it's to hang the plans ofa new library in front
of their drooling faces in about fifty years,
someone could do it.
Kok Kian Goh is Editor-in-Chi- ef
of the Voice
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Last night, Thursday, May 2nd, in
the year of our Lord 1996, at 9
o'clock, I, Benjamin Campbell
Benjamin Wachs nailed
a copy
of my 95 Theses to the door of
Galpin Hall These Theses, which
begin with the statement, "1) The
administration must remember that
it is a creation of man and not God --
no matter what S tanley Gault says,"
are intended to cast the errors of the
administration into light and casti-
gate the student body for failing to
champion itself. Those wishing to
see the complete list may do so,
either by requesting a copy from my
secretary Katy at extension 347 1 , or
by going to HTTP:
pages.wooster.eduwachsbl
benJumlm the Web.
This is, incidentally, my only ex-
perience vandalizing College prop-
erty. The College should consider
itself lucky, too; I had been fielding
a proposal to wrap Galpin Hall en-
tirely in red tape. If they plan to take
roe to J-b- cni over this, I'm going to
break at least three windows so that
it won't seem like such a kangaroo
trial, though I'm not sure even that
would help.
I wrote these Theses in the hope
that, when I am gone, they will be
taken up by others who feel that the
"Wooster Way," a way of adminis-
trative silence and student apathy,
cannot beconsistent with a commu-
nity dedicated to ecucation. I wrote
these Theses, not in the spirit of
A Message
"Talk about yourplans as Editor-in-Chi- ef,
"Seitz said. "Gimme five
or six hundred words." So, I trotted
back
Kristen Demaline 80088
cam-
pus, macadamia nutcookies in hand
(I love English department read-
ings) and pondered just what my
plans are. To sleep Thursday eve-
nings?" "To finish both of my
LS's?" But, as the Wachsian era
draws to a close, (bold up the party,
Galpin), I'm concerned a little more
with some rather persistent general
trends in the campus opinion of
this publication which is mine to
edit for one whole academic year.
My ownopinion starts something
like this: the realities of any cam-
pus newspaper are mat it is some-
times quite good, sometimes quite
awful, and most of the time falls
somewhere in the journalistic con-
tinuum between Woodward and
Bernstein's Watergate coverage
and theNational Inquirer' weekly
updates on the OJ. Simpson trial.
Any student editor who considers
their job carefully will, under du
vandalism, but in the hope of Refor-
mation.
For I believe that a Reformation is
necessary if the College of Wooster
is to succeed in the future, and that
this necessity will not be satisfied
by a small victory here and a tiny
success there: it must be a funda-
mental shift in the way we perceive
our roles. The problems of the
College of Wooster do not end with
a few corrupt policies, though we
have those, nor do they end with a
few . incompetent administrators,
though we certainly have those: the
problems of the College of Wooster
begin and end with the Wooster
"Culture," a culture which sees ad-
ministrative silence and closed com-
mittees as normal, a culture which
does not find it shocking that less
than half of the student body votes
for its government, a culture which
is more interested in building re-
sumes (both students' and the
College's) than it is in building lives.
It never fails to amaze me that the
College of Wooster has so much
spin control when k isn't going any-
where.
Though there is no substitute for
looking up the Theses yourself
HTTP :lIpages.wooster.edu
the following as evidence:
5) The president does not intend
to admit that any errors are being
made, yet by denying them, he can-
not remit them. It doesn't matter
what the subject is, or which admin-
istrator you ask: race relations on
from the Incoming Editor-in-Chi-ef
ress, admit this fact. The problem,
then, as I see ic what do you do to
be most effective a part of the canr- -
pus?
. For starters, this campus is in
serious need of some open discus-
sion about any number of issues
which we are facing as a commu-
nity, from race to sexual orienta-
tion to religious groups and their
right for representation to security
to academic and curricular issues.
And I daresay there is nobetter role
for the Voice than to provide the
forum necessary for these discus-
sions.
Anyone who knows what tolls,
both personal and professional, this
tumultuous year has exacted on the
Voice could argue that we have a
great deal of mistrust and contro-
versy to overcome. That may be
true. But myself and my incoming
staff, all ofwhom are committed to
producing an exciting and infor-
mative paper, feel differently.
It is time for change for every-
one. It's time for writers who care
about things like attribution and
ethical reporting to be published
vi ft? St
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Nailing his 95 theses to the door of
campus? They're fine. Security?
It's fine. Parking? No problem.
Student apathy? Hey, you guys are
involved! We know better than this,
but because they refuse to admit to
problems, they can not solve them,
and are jeopardizing both our edu-
cation and our safety.
16) The only attempt to discuss
race relations on campus openly
failed dismally because the admin-
istrators involved wanted to do it
without offending anyone. How can
you discuss race relations honestly
without offending anyone? We can
see this over and over again. I don't
know about trie rest of the campus,
but what I learned from the View-
points Diversity Series was frustra-
tion. Think about it: the Office of
Black Student Affairs refused to
submit a column, though they had
each week. It's time for readers who
will letpeople know what they think
about articles in places other than
campus offices and dorm lounges.
It's time for the campus as a whole
to see this paperas another opportu-
nity for us as students, as President
Hales put it in a forum during the
presidential search, "to fall flat on
our face in public."
And that is just what we'll be
doing nextyear, among other things.
A good basketball coach knows
that the best way to get results from
their players is not through yelling
and negativity,but through patience
and instruction and practice. Look
at the Voice like it's a basketball
team: does it make sense, when we
drop the ball or miss a layup, to yell
arid scream and decry the very exist-
ence of the publication? That is a
solution I have heard personally from
numerous sources. Guess what?
We don't shoot any better. It is only
when I have people take the time to
share their argument, to discuss rea-
sonably, that there is improvement.
Unfortunately, there are few indi-
viduals on campus willing to go to
photo by KARRIE KARPINSKI
Galpin. Will it do any good?
originally been scheduled to submit
the first one. The Black Students
Organization refused to submit a
column, though asked repeatedly.
The Dean of International Student
Affairs never submitted a column,
though asked repeatedly. The
ONLY black student willing to go
on record for this series was Andre
Parker, and after giving him a col-
umn I was repeatedly asked "How,
in good conscience, could you give
space to him?" People, it's the old-e- st
lesson in thebook: ifyou will not
stand up and be counted, then your
voice will not be heard when some-
one else does. The idiocy of Warn-
ing the newspaper for giving space
to unpopular views, as if the views
would not exist ifnot reported on, is
all too indicative of the emphasis of
image over substance in matters of
such lengths.
As always, it is easier to criticize
than to praise. Blanket statements
of "the Voice always misquotes
me" or "as IF the Voice has any-
thing relevant in it, anyways" sting
everytime I bear them. I feel badly
in some respects forpeople who feel
that way, frankly. Most of us "stu-
dent reporters" don't bite. We don't
misquote intentionally. To do so is
a problem and is wrong; and all of us
have done it at some point There
are ways to ensure both our freedom
to learn and your integrity and words
are protected; all you have to do is
consult the editorial policy of the
1996-9- 7 Voice , and I'll tell you
how.
In the meantime, get ready for an
exciting year. I've already ordered
my caffeine supplements.
And above aU, I'mbegging you to
consider this: excitement starts with
a receptive audience, and ends with
a helluva newspaper. See you in
September.
Kristen Demaline is the incom-
ing Editor-in-Chi- ef of the Voice
College policy: if we're all smiling,
no one can possibly be getting hurt
19) A gain, it seems unproved that
administrators whosefirst response
is to cover a problem up so that no
one will suspect have any value at
all. Self-explanato- ry.
23) If it igt all possible to solve
a problem openly, so that the entire
community may see not only the
results, but the process, then this
must be done. This is what we must
fight for we can not allow other
people to solve our problems for us.
We must be involved every step of
the way. If nothing else, that's the
only way we can guarantee that
they're really solving iL Example: I
notified the administration three
weeks before my "sue the College"
article appeared that the giving out
of social security numbers was ille-
gal, and only wrote the article after
I came back at the end of that time
and discovered, to my immense sur-
prise, that they were doing nothing
about it Things only moved when
the representative plaintiffs and I
decided to force our involvement,
every step of the way. The same
thing occurred during the Galpin'
Takeover students asked the ad-
ministration, over and over again,
for years, to deal with racial issues
on campus, and were blatantly ig-
nored. The office of Black Student
Affairs was only created AFTER
they took matters into their own
hands and seized Galpin HalL The.
College only divested its invest-
ments in apartheid South Africa af-
ter the takeover. History tells us that
I if the process is closed, it doesn't
work. We have too many closed
processes.
24) The students, in turn, must
not be deceived by that indiscrimi-
nate and high-soundi- ng promise of
release from responsibility.
92) Away, then, with all those
administrators who say to the stu--
dents of the College of Wooster,
"Peace! Peace!" when the only
peace is that caused by the quietude
of the ignorant!
93) Blessed be all those faculty
who say "Fight! Fight!" when col-
lege policy must be challenged!
There is, of course, more: there
are 95 of these things, coming to-
gether to form what I hope is a
significant argument. Look them up
yourself. More importantly, start
the Reformation yourself: it needs
footsoldiers. It needs leaders. The
message of this Reformation can be
summarized thusly: always ask
questions, do not be deterred in find-
ing answers, stand up and be counted,
and do not be bought by wealth, or
convenience - seek them ifyou must,
but give up nothing in their pursuit,
for therein lies the road to igno-
rance, apathy, and doom.
Benjamin Wachs is Assistant
Editor of the Voice
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Engagements of the Politically Potent Power Elite
SARAH FENSKE
They aren't joking about the
power elite of this school.
There are people of all types at
this college, and they hang together
in packs sorted by type. Most obvi-
ously, there are the packs of frater-
nities and sororities, who have their
own tables at meals and wear match-
ing clothes and sport matching coif-
fures. There are other big. promi-
nent packs of athletes as well, in-
cluding a bunch of basketball play-
ers, the soccer players, and the clique
of swimmers who turn bleach blond
once a year. There are pockets of
black students, of IndianPakistani
students, of Douglass types in black
trench coats, and ofgroupie females
who date all the winners but have no
other real identity.
Then there is the group that shows
up in every issue of the paper, runs
every organization it can get its
greedy utile hands on, and gets ex-
tensive press in the viewbooks for
prospectives. This group is the
power elite. The names of the mem-
bers of this group are well-know-n
names, but generaHy speakin g, their
faces are undistinguished. The av-
erage student has had his life drasti-
cally altered by the actions of this
group, and yet would hardly be able
to recognize them at Lowry. These
students toil for recognition, and
they get it, in certain circles. The
administration knows them. The
Voice reporters know them. That's
what they care about. They have
friends and voters, but they lack a
regular table in the cafeteria or
matching T-shir- ts. They tend to
blend in when they are not talking
politics,just more faces in the crowd
without any real identity.
I did an admitiedly poor job with
the whole college selection process.
I made no overnight visits, tried
hard to shake off the students who
called to "chat" about my plans, and
refused to eat meals as a prospec-
tive. The one thing I did do was read
the Viewbooks. I liked them be-
cause they were warm and friendly
(like a good Features section) and
featured real people who were to-
tally non-threateni- ng. The pictures
in these books became my friends,
students who I felt were representa-
tive of what Fd find at college.
people who were gregarious and
involved and real.
When I chose Wooster (a fortu-
itous choice considering the amount
of research I did), I looked forward
tomeeting theirparticular viewbook
people and claiming them for the
friends that they were. I arrived on
campus looking
about anxiously
for them, but
they were no-
where to be
seen. I kept
meeting people
who were
prominent, but
they did things
like play basket- -
"Unlike some groups
on campus, you cannotjoin just because you
are good-lookin-g or
distribute sexual
ftfavorsJ
ball and funnel beer. I would occa
sionally run across a name in the
Voice that I recognized Donne II
Wyche, Emily Durham, Ben Wachs.
They had been in the viewbooks. the
face the school showed the rest of the
world. On campus, however, they
were enigmas. They seemed to have
no importance to anyone with a life.
Then I ran for Campos Council.
I ran against them and with them.
They spent countless hours trying to
The Gospel Choir: Over my
head, I hear music in the air
LASALY CHANGKACHTTH
"Over my head, I hear music m the air."
That one sentencewas the beautiful introduction
Manama Whyte 97, an alto, gave on Friday. April
26, to start off the Gospel Choir's final perfor-mance- of
the year. Indeed, the music the audience
heard that evening was something to rejoice about.
The Gospel Choir dates back to 1983. when
Williams 86 decided that Wooster needed a Gos-
pel Choir. Since then, the choir has flourished into
a lively, spirited organization. The this year's
choir is much smaller than last year's stage filling
group; their size did not detract from their impact,
however. Throughout the night this small choir
had the audience rocking, swaying, clapping, and
even singing in their seats. The audience was
enraptured and mesmerized by the spiritual gospel
tunes. There was a sense of rejuvenation in the
audience, as if their souls had been lifted to new
heights. The music itself, wasn't the only factor
that aroused the audience. Jason Nappier '99 and
sophomore Henrietta Menzies ' body releasing rock
, also moved the audience in rhythmic cadence to
the music.
Much of the program was comprised of solos
and a sextet, called O The Blood which was per-
formed by Suzanne Fletcher '97. Elizabeth
Hansburg '98. Nicole Knight '97, Marjorie Krieg
'98. Diedtra Reid 99. and Mark Zickefoose '97.
First year soprano. Kathryn Klonowski's solo.
Order My Sups , sounded lovely and promising.
Nappter's performance of Peace Be Still (Lord
knows Nappier couldn't be still), was surprisingly
plratanf.
Aqueelah Collier 98, a soprano, sang Twe Al-
ready Been To The Water with so mock spirit, that
the, rather than the director of the choir, Ms. Mason,
stopped the singing with a snap of her hand. Ia her
second solo.Amazing Grace, she brought down the
roofofMcGaw, rewarding Ms. Collier with a stand-
ing ovation. First year Matthew Homing also had
the majority of people up on their feet when he sang
Stand with bis soul-stirri- ng timbered voice. The
audience stood for what they believed in; whether it
be their religion, or just plain old convictions.
A few of the choir's members said they joined for
that spiritual quality characteristic of the choir, while
some stated that being a part of the choir is a
substitute for attending church. This might be
because, as Kendra Sims 98 states, "Most of the
songs this semester are about following the right
path set out by Jesus."
The camaraderie and friendliness of the Gospel
Choir is another factor in the. popularity of the
organization. One memberadds. "There is a family-likene-ss
about the choir. I just wanted to become a
part ofit." Ms. Mason's affable character is another
of the choir's benefits.
Ms. Mason has directed the Gospel Choir for the
last three years now. She thinks k's a challenge to
direct students to sing gospel at the college level.
She also teaches a course in gospel choir at the
college which is worth about .125 credits. She says,
"This class has become handy for many seniors whojust that extra hale credit for graduating. I urge
anyone to join. It is a fun group to be in,"
For all of you who missed out on the spirit and the
fun this year, don't worry. Next year isjusta summer
away.
manipulate me and force me into
theiragenda, expressing shock when
I admitted I didn't know what a
charter was arid then realizing that if
I didn't know what a charter was, I
could be easily molded into their
view on what a charter should be.
Now they are my friends. They say
I am one of
them. I. agree
with them about
charters, most of
the time, and so
they have
granted me the
chair of thechar-
tering commit-
tee, I have been
inducted into
the power elite. And I have no impor-
tance to anyone with a life.
There are two conclusions that
can be made from my experience.
The first is that the power elite of the
school are not the elite of the school
at all. They may have the political
power, but no one cares, and their
endless squabbles are solely among
themselves and of no importance to
anyone outside their small circle.
This theory would hold that the real
demagogues of the campus are the
social elite, and that the people fea-
tured in viewbooks matter only to
the school image makers.
The other --concretion is that the
power elite is the mosr selective
group on this campus, and the only
people who are lucky enough to
mingle with them are those who
become one of them. There are no
social members. Unlike even the
top Greek organizations, you can-
not become a part merely through
torture and humiliation. You are
not inducted with candles, alcohol,
or baseball bats. Unlike tome groups
en campus, you cannot join just
because you are good-looki- ng or
distribute sexual favors. You can't
even get in by being a stellar athlete.
The process is much harder; you
have to know about charters and ad-ho- cs
and know the difference be-
tween the ISA and the BSA and the
IFC and WVN and the WCF and
LMEC and SIEPAC and the CSO
and GLBA and GLC and IGC and
SAB and SGA and SCF and CC and
.... .it's no wonder that this clique
is so small.
It's also no wonder that no one
ever sees these guys. When you
have to be that familiar with the
Scot's Key, you don't have time to
funnel. You have meetings, meet-
ings that take place while the rest of
the College is shooting hoops, drink-
ing, having sex, and even sleeping.
If you ever get a spare moment , it is
spent posing for prospective books
and arguing about the respective
merits of social security numbers
and the right to privacy. Your only
friends are other members of the
power elite because they are the
only people who have a clue what
you are mumbling about in a crazed
voice. Think about ic you go to
dinner and want to talk about
whether the SGA rep will vote for
the IPC to have representation on
the CC to the exclusion of the SAB.
Forget about friends outside the
power elite; you aren't interesting
to them anymore; and they'll be
glad to see you go.
It's all right, because you will
have more power than anyone else
in the school. You are, after all, a
part of the most elite body this cam-
pus knows. Even though just about
everyone would die tobe a part of it,
the group stays small and choice,
without discriminating on the basis
ofrace, creed, or sexual orientation.
They have the power.
They are, afterall. thepower elite.
MORELAND STORAGE
367 West Moreland Road
Wooster, OH 44691
264-317- 2
Storage units available asfollows:
10x10
10x11
10x16
10x25
$25 per month
$27per month
$40 per month
$63 per month
SHARE A UNIT
WITH FRIENDS!
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The Year In Review: Idiots Win 5 to 1
I was very surprised when Rachel,
our Features Editor, asked me to do
a "Year in Review" column for her
section. I was hiding in a cave at the
time, and hadn't thought she could
find me.
"But Rachel," I said, when it was
clear that I couldn't escape, "I
thought you hated me."
She sighed. "I do, Ben. That's
why I'm pointing this gun at you."
"Oh, is that why? I'd been won-
dering."
"Yes, Ben, that's the reason. And
if you take one step closer I'll blow
your freakin' head off."
That seemed clear. "About 800
words?" I asked.
"That's right," she said. "And
could you have it in by Wednes-
day?"
Conversations like this happen a
lot around here. So far we're lucky
no one's been shot. Except Luke:
he's been shot at a couple of times,
but he's our sports editor, so no one
noticed. People have been trying to
shoot Kristen Demaline all year,
but she's small and scrappy, so she
gets away. I think she's hiding in a
cave at the moment One way or the
other, however, I knew that I would
have to write a Tear in Review"
column, and so I began to think
about how such a column should be
organized. What events stood out?
How did the yearprogress as itwest
along? Whtamlaskmyon?Were
you there?
Over the river we're throng with
Woods
The year started off briskly with
the resignation of the college presi-
dent, Suzanne Woods. Overjoyed
students wailed intently, hoping that
the Dean ofStudents and one or two
Vice-Preside- nts would also resign.
When none of them did, the awful
truth became apparent: while the
Board of Trustees would force a
resignation based on (alleged) les-
bianism, they would not force a res-
ignation based on (alleged) incom-
petence. Students staged the second
largest protest in Wooster's history,
wearing purple for a day and mut-
tering angrily for a week. Then they
returned to their more traditional
complaints about broccolini and
parking spaces.
Searchin' USA
The Presidential Search Commit-
tee had kicked into high gear by
September, although the student
body did not find out about it until
November. Students were very ex-
cited about being involved in the
process: One student said, "This
the most exciting thing to happen
since Henry Copeland resigned!
And there wasn't anything better
than that!"
Presidential Search Advisor John
Chandler came to Wooster to meet
with students. He arrived breathless
and puffing. I just found out you
guys existed," he said. "The trust-
ees sure don't talk about you much.
Except for that Wachs character. Is
he dead yet?" Still, despite this poor
beginning, the meeting ended with
hilarity when Emily Durham said
that the College of Wooster didn't
have an apathy problem. I hear the
trustees are still laughing.
"Student attacked!"
Concerns about security on cam-
pus were heightened when the above
headline, one of the stupidest ones
we ever ran, appeared in the Voice
on October twentieth. Students were
angry and upset, not only because
the student, who remained name-- ,
less, was attacked, but also because
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Hales salutes his legion
we told them about it. As a result, a
large numberofVoice's ; were trashed
by students who knew the victim.
However, somegood did come ofit
Itpromptedan ongoing debate about
security, as well as an increase of
trash cans, conveniently located
throughout the campus. Reacting to
the situation, Keith James, Director
of Security, issued his traditional
statement about, not walking alone
and unarmed, late at night
That's security's job.
Flo knows libraries. . .
The Flo K. Gault Library was
officially dedicated on Saturday,
October twenty-firs- t, just in time
for Halloween. Damon Hickey
maintained bis position as Director
ofLibraries, but according to Chris-
topher Gault, who gave the invoca-
tion, Jesus Christ is the "master of
all things within this library." All
complaints about circulation should
be referred to Him. Flo Gault at-
tended the ceremony and cut the
ribbon, opening the library for busi-
ness. For the next few weeks no-
body could find anything, because
all the collections had been moved,
which just goes to show, that the
important thing about libraries isn't
the books, it's the architecture. -
Sports:
It happened
The Million Dollar Mia&ter
At the beginning of the year, our
current Campus Minister, Barbara
Battin, left for Minnesota. There's
a lot of that going around this year.
Fortunately, due to a million dollar
endowment from the Henry Luce
Foundation, Wooster was given a
million dollar endowment to select
a new Campus Minister. We could
make her better, faster, stronger.
The selection, Linda J. Morgan-Cleme- nt,
not only has a longer name
than Kenneth Plusquellec.but is sup-
posed to be able to bend steel bars
with her bare hands and raise
McGaw Chapel out of the ground.
However, apparently a million dol-
lars is not enough to get a seat on
Campus Council: President Hales
vetoed Inter-Fait-h Council's seat on
Campus Coun
FILE PHOTO
cil because he
thought it was
"premature."
He probably
wants to hit the
Luce foundation
up for more
money.
I asked Coun-
cil member at
large Andy
Duker, how
much it would
take for some-
one to buy his
council seat off
of him. "Five
dollars," he told
me. I naa
, planned to offer
twenty. I think the Luce Founda-
tion is getting ripped off.
Bull Durham
. The SGA had one ofits best years
in... well, years... and if this seems
half as sad to you as it does tome,
then I'm twice as sad as you are. It
was very clear to the casual ob-server.however.th- atSGA
efficiency
has improved quite a bit: if nothing
else.they're able to pat themselves
on the back twice as much in a
fraction of the time over half as
much work. The SGA was also
responsible for instituting the card
key system, for extending the ac-
cess hours (if a dorm wishes) next
year, for pressuring the trustees to
give student organizations more
money (and next year
Campus Council has
been given $3000
more to spend), and
they represented the
students' interests on
Council. For a while,
SGA seemed to be
emerging out of the
cloud of internal bick
ering and inefficiency
that have enveloped is years past
Then, like a bolt of lightning out of
the blue, the SGA Senate went into
Committee of the Whole and kicked
the cabinet and the reporters out.
Most people think we were upset by
this, but that's not actually the case:
Committee of the Whole means we
don't have to take notes, and some
of those Senators never shut up. But
we were amazed when the Senate
came out, sealed all records, and
voted No Confidence in President
Durham: the first vote of no-confide- nce
inapresident the SGA Senate
has ever imposed. An angry student
body responded immediatly by
electing Steve Penrod next years
SGA president, figuring it would
serve the Senate right On the up-
shot, though, voter turnout was the
highest in recent memory. I'd like
to think that means student apathy is
on the decrease, but maybe students
just have more time on their hands.
Stan by your man
At the conclusion of the presiden-
tial search, on which we spent thou-
sands of dollars and six months of
time, the committee chose Stan
Hales. What a waste: we put all that
effort into finding somebody we
could have looked up in the direc-
tory. After the announcement. Presi-
dent Hales, giddy from the over-
whelming support of three mem-
bers of the student body, got right to
work, and we have the park benches
to prove it. These benches are ver-
satile enough to solve most of the
Students staged the second
largest protest in Woosters
history, wearing purple for a day
and muttering angrily for a
week. Then they returned to their
more traditional complaints
campus problems: students of
multiple races can sit on them, stu-
dents being shot at can hide behind
them, and students who can't afford
tuition can sleep on them. Plus,
since they're made by Rubbermaid,
they'll probably last longer than
Kauke. Student reaction to Hales'
initiative was unfavorable, and pro-
tests were planned; however, the
students involved found out that
Lowry would be serving enchiladas
for dinner, so they complained about
that instead.
To wrap up, despite bad weather
and poor attendance, after going
through four seasons and two se-
mesters, and with the clock just a
week away from overtime, it looks
like the final score will put the idiots
ahead, 5-- 1. That's quite a victory
for the home team here at The Col-
lege of Wooster. Even better, it
looks like we've gota strong line-u-p
m training up fornext year. It should
be exciting. We've had some fun
tunes this year, some goodand some
bad, and I hope those of you who
will be here next year can still ap-
preciate it when it happens all over
again next year.
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Brand new and Gault-pai- d: Flo's library
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Participants at the Isreali prime minister Rabin's cadlelighl memorial
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Alternative
Legends Mould
arid Westerburg
Show TheirAge
ALBUM REVIEW- -
ALLE PARKER
I wonder how it feels to be intensely suc
cessful and yet a failure to yourself. For all
intents and purposes, this is exactly bow Kurt
Cobain felt ia his waning days. He had
created something he couldn't control and it
had therefore ceased to have meaning for him.
He killed himself.
Bob Mould and Paul Westerburg probably
fed much the same way. Both werefrontmen
in seminal bands, bands that were pivotal ia
treating what ts now labeled as alternative
music Ironically, both came out of the Min
neapolis music scene m the late 70'searly
80 s. That is where Mould helped to form
Hflsker DO and Westerburg came up with The
Replacements. The influence ofboth of these
units can be heard on any commercial alterna-trv- e
radio scstioa and even on MTV.
It is now 1996, however, and both Mould and
WesafturgaavefaQedtocashmonthewea&h
of fan that tbea-nua- x: has created, mine wake
of the aherna-explos- cn which has swept the
nation, both have released new albums which
clearly distinguish where they are at musically.
Mould, whose latest band Sugar recently
broke ap, claims that his latest, which is self-tille- d,
was recorded solely for himself. He
claims to be tired of sharing his musical vision
and having k be diluted by other musicians, and
therefore did everything on this album. AH of
the lyrics, artwork; and music was created by
Moi rid himself, arid he played every single note
onrhealbunL Sadly.nowever.rhewh
does not come off all that wefl.
There is a lack of creative energy through-
out the wt- - project. Since there are no other
musicians. Mould has no one else to feed off
of. and likewise fuelsho one else. This lack of
interaction removes a certain spark from the
whole deal. Songs like "I Hate Alternative
Rock," "Egoveride." and "Deep Karma Can-
yon" seem decidedly Oat. On a brighter note,
however. Mould still writes some of the best
lyrics in rock, and songs like "Next Time That
You Leave" are emotionally touching.
On the whole, though, the project seems to be
experimental only for experimentation's sake.
Potentially powerful cuts such as "Hair Stew"
are ruined by overt attempts at being different.
Westerburg, on the other hand, stays as far away
from experimentation as he possibly can.
Indeed, his latest, "Eventually," sounds
alarmingly like a Replacement's greatest hits
collection. Westerburg's formula is tried and
true, and it allows him to write some very
good songs. It's just that they are all songs we
have heard before in one form or another.
Riffs are repeated, and the themes are still
B bout life and love.
It's really not that either album is bad; it's just
that neither is all that striking. You would kind
of wish for more from the proverbial Godfathers
of the industry. Instead, all we get is one man's
bitter declaration to himself and another's return
to what has always worked. Oh well, even the
legends have to retire sometime.
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Summer FASMOIlBy Those in the Know
GEORGE ALLEY
BUFFY LUNDGREN
HOPE MILLER
Oh, it is spring again! The year is over and
its time to exit this scene. We are all going
bock to our respective cities to frolic with the
masses. Oh. what an exciting time! Some-
body say "Dance. Music, Sex, Romance"-soun-ds
like summer fashion to me. Together
Hope. Buffy and George will dictate your
fashion for the summer. No one is too deep m
the nerd pool not be lured out by our expert
fashion advice. We win start with color.
makeup, hair, and sleek summer fashions.
George says: Colorisofmaia importance in
the summer. Pastel is a no-n-o. If you wear
pastel then you have serious problems, and
you belong with mama baking cookies. Black
is what you must wear in the summer. Sleek,
shiny black clothes are always in. Go to your
ndghborhood spazzy boutique and purchase
all the pleather your Mastercard can handle. If
you wear jams, then you also have serious
problems. Males should not wear shorn that
fail below the knee. If they do then they are
going to end up becoming smelly janitors
watching football games. Sports t-ffa- irts are
alsoabig no-n-o; this is something you wear ia
seventh grade when you are insecure about
your masculinity. I don't care how much you
enjoy football, you may not display your
affection for the sport if you want to remain
even slightly fashionable. How can you ex-
pect to get good sex if you axe wearing sports
clothes?
As for hair, those blonde highlights that we
see on Jennifer Aniston are so out Do not, I
repeat, do not streak your hair blonde. This is
what the nerdy, want to be cool, people da Dye
your hair a respectable dark color because any-
thing light is gaudy, except white of course.
Black lipstick, eye makeup, and nail polish
are essential for maintaining the cool scene.
Abo approvable are shades ofgreen and dark
purple.
Hope says: I am from Texas, home of the
big hair, tan-o-mat- ic, Daisy Duke cut offs,
ruffly halter tops, mucho hair spray cult So
my main message here is: don't do that. Stay
away from such vile, evil things and get some
style. Check yourself: do you find that your
hair is bleached, big. and stiffer than Al Gore
when be dances? It is time for change. Now.
it's easy to think, "yes. change okay, m go
with that great haircut that the girls from
Friends have. That'll be original," Mistake.
Everyone and their dog ran out to get that
haircut, and while it looks okay, you will be
compromising your integrity and potential for
Cats and Dogs Is Something
To Cuddle UpvTo
Garafalo's comedy
cute, smart, sexy
FILM REVIEW ;
SALLY THELEN
Contrary to what the title may suggest, this
movie has about as much to do with truth as
those overly cute, head-cocked-to-s- ide play-
ful calendar puppies have to do with the real
live slobbering canine. And just like those
pin-u- p pups, this movie is just too adorable.
Directed by Michael Lehmann (Heathen).
The Tntf A About Cats and Dogs gives Cyrano
a sex change. Janeane Gamalo(Reality Bites)
is Abby Barnes, the host of a radio call-i- n
show, who mixes pet advice with upbeat wit.
But unlike the prosthetically cursed Cyrano,
Abby's nose is as pert and small as the rest of
her, it's her lack of self esteem that keeps her
from wooing the man of her dreams. When a
British photographer, Brian (Ben Chaplin),
becomes charmed by her savvy canine smarts
and asks her for a date, Abby asks the flighty
model next door, Ncelle (Uma Thurman), to
fill in for her. The unsuspecting Brit contin
ues a more than steamy phone relationship
with Abby, while enamoring himself with
Noelle's beauty. In no time, both women
are equally taken by the shutter bug's curly
headed charm, and so entails a quirky battle
for the hunk.
It is unfortunate that the script, by Audrey
Wells, has Garofak) wallowing through self
pity; although to her credit, Garofalo does an
excellent job of iL In one hilarious episode
she discusses her pore's storage potential; but
the scenes that actually use Garofalo's smart
humor to the best of their abilities are few.
Chaplin is naturally endearing. Yet his char
acter is decidedly dimmer than las own dog.
who figures out the real Abby well before the
BhLThurman's character is aboutas inwardly
self deprecating on the inside as Abby is on
the out. She dates a loser according icCosmo-poiita-n
; she orders rich desserts she would
never dream of eating, and repeatedly calls
herself dumb. Thurman is so cute as she
bounces about, randomly putting her foot in
her mouth, that we can easily forgive the
stereotypical role she is given. Overall the
exceedingly talented cast made due with what
they had, and the resulting movie was highly
entertaining and extremely fun to watch.
The story doesn't throw too many surprises,
except maybe the over the topphone sex scene
between Garofalo and Chaplin. Although
Garofalo proves that her smart wk can be sexy
too, it's hard to believe the very man she slept
with over the phone can't even recognize her
by voice the next day.
In the end. we can all breathe a sigh of
relieve that Garofalo and Thurman weren't
brought lo blows over the beau. The last thing
this movie's conventional script needed was
an all too typical cinematic ct fight for a man,
who probably doesn't deserve all that atten-
tion. The Cyrano sex change also provided an
interesting, yet not too realistic, twist on that
common theme of romantic haggling. Both
the women generously offer the male to each
other in pacts of friendship. And the slow Brit
allows himself to be traded with hardly a
realization that he is considered merchandise.
This movie is so cute and fluffy you could
probably cuddle up to it if you get close
enough to the screen. It's also just what you
may need after a not so adorable finals week- -
originality if you fall into the Friends hair
trap. Get your own look. I don't care which
direction you take; just as long as you stay
away from the aforementioned- - word hair-
cut, feathered hair, and any spray so stiff the
wind won't move a hair on your head product.
As for shorts, stay away from the this looks
like a skirt,bat oh wait, these are really shorts'
look, and don't even consider picking up any
Daisy Duke ruffly shorts off of the store rack.
Skirts (real ones), both long and short, are
good. Also stay away from ruffly, cutesy
halter tops.They say : "I'm cute... no wait, I'm
a sluL no wait, I'm cute." Mixed messages
are no good.
Really, really, disturbingly dark tans with
neon orange nails should be banned. But since
that's not possible, you can help make the
world a better place by avoiding such a fash-
ion faux pax. Stay at least semi-natural-hum- an
looking, and choose nail colors that don't
make you look like you visited Chernobyl one
too many times. Skin is a good thing to keep
for later, so go easy on the ultra-viol-et radia-
tion, too.
Tammy Faye is from the South, and you've
. seen her make-u-p melt when she gets hot and
or bothered. Stay away from the cake-fa-ce
please see FASHION, page 15
High School's
Admirable
Maclreth
A candid theatre
review
SALLY THELEN
In my endless pursuit to bring the latest
theatre news to my campus audience, I actu-
ally had reservations-abou- t -- reviewing
Wooster High School's recent production
of Macbeth. But I decided I should defi-
nitely not deprive myself of such fun. Be-
sides, 'the calmer of acting I saw on the High
School's stage last weekend sometimes met
the standard ofdrama I have encountered on
the campus own stage. Take that statement
how you might
As I watched Macbeth, I could not quite
escape the nagging vision of Shakespeare
rocking about in his grave. I'm not saying that
the high school's production wasn't ambi-
tiously and admirably done, I just would like
to know what exactly Shakespeare thinks about
a barely post-pubesce- nt cast trying to pretend
they are in the throes of political and moral
upheaval.
If the cast wasn't quite ready to take on this
weighty task, the lavishly equipped high school
auditorium certainly was. Although choppy at
times, the sound of eerie bagpipes and like-
wise appropriate instruments loomed impres-
sively about the audience. The lighting, de-
signed by guest artist Aemi Rothenberg, be-
gan effectively dim and spooky,but digressed
into a rather contrived scheme, especially for
please see MACBETH, page 15
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Brilliant Storytelling in
Difficult to obtain,
AARON RUPERT
In American and Japanese Anime
fandom, famed directorwriterart-
ist Hayao Miyazaki is by far the -
most acclaimed and honored cre-at-or
of Anime, and his 1984 release
of the film Nausicaa, Valley ofthe
Wind well illustrates his versatile
style and skill as a storyteller.
Miyazaki spinsataleofmystery and
adventure with en tightening char-
acters and spectacular art.
Miyazaki has reached legendary
status amongst Anime fans for his
art and bis storytelling ability. For
the past four years, a poll on
recjrts.anime (a Usenet newsgroup
that discusses Anime) has voted
Miyazaki thebest directorfouryears
in a row by overwhelming margins.
Part of what makes Miyazaki stand
V:,.
Scenes from Naasicaa, Valley of the
out is Us art He & often called the
rt'iry of movement, because ofbis
itoevcrydetauofacharacter
are also superb, as he spins tales of
Ifyou are looking fcr cheap sex jokes
or random slap-happine- ss, Miyazaki
fesfltfoyoswMteiBodtotea stories
on par and usnsSy mom interesting
Those wte believe that aH anime
b silly (a kRannsaX pornographic
orjostbig irtrxttifigfabtgcsch other
will be pleasantly surprised by
Nausicaa, which teOs the story ofa
strong female character hi as eco-lcicadestrc- 7id
wokLTbese-tirlgis2000yeanmlhefuSare,wh- ere
the enviroament has become toxic
and mankind has forgotten or for-sak-en
the use of technology. In this
world, toxic forests have sprung up,
into which no human can breathe
without a gas mask. These forests
are (tommaird by large insects, some
a big as a battleship, which do not
take attacks on their environment
kindly.
Into this world comes Nausicaa.a
princess of a small village where
favorable wind patterns protect the
The Wooster Voice Arts & Entertainment
this top anime movie is well worth it
'land from the forest's poisonous
gases. Our first glimpseofNausicaa
is her flying through the clouds on
her jet-powe- red glider, exploring the
deadly forests without fear. Perhaps
the strongest female lead anime char-act- er
ever drawn, Nausicaa seems to
be the onlycharacter whocan live in
total harmony with herenvironment
She has the ability to calm men and
insects alike, that more than borders
on some enrpnthic psychic ability.
Much unlike the stereotypical fe-m-ale
anime character (who is often
worried about getting married and
tends to differ with males whenever
possible), Nausicaa takes the lead
and is respected and loved by her
subjects as a leader.
Much like many anime tales, the
story develops slowly, as the people
of the Valley of the Wind are con--
; :
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Wind
quered by another nation which is
bess oa Fcvhriss a doomsday mon-
ster from the past and using it to"
elimmatrrhff wasteland forests.The
film unfolds as Nausicaa discovers
the secret of her envuohment and
attempts to convince the wan nig
act the wav So to.The action i
are Quito good, esiwiaTry the aerial ,
of armed sot--
diers. to. were) fisht i
The supporting cast is at times
excellent atother times disappoint-
ing. The villagers of the Valley of
the Wind lead to be two-dimensio- nal,
and are often portrayed as
Position Open: Church Or-
ganist, Central Christian
Church, Wooster, OH, (330)
262-465- 2. Salary $60 per
week, negotiable, depending
on expedience and skilL Pro-
vide music for worship ser-
vice and accompany choir.
Contact; Jerry Murphy
407 W. Market, Wooster
Nansicaa-to-cro-wd
Nausicaa
bumblingidiots who drop every-
thing to follow Nausicaa. Other char-
acters stand out, such as Nausicaa's
uncle and her Grandmother. The
villains of the film also fall flat at
times, showing no interest in any-
thing butdestroymg the wastelands
by force and gaining a military
upperhand. The movie is almost a
one-wom- an show, but Nausicaa
more than fits the bin.
Nausicaa, Valley ofthe Windhas
been voted in the top three anime
movies for four years running, and
the odds are it will always stay high
in the standings. Unfortunately, it is
difficult to acquire a copy. Several
years ago, the rights to Nausicaa
were bought by New World Pic-
tures. They then proceeded to hack
20 minutes from the original ver-
sion, attempted to alter the plot
(which resulted in a plot that made
little sense) , dubbed it with semi-goodvotceactrxsandmsuke- uSiiiss
fans the world over. Ifyon ever find
a New World version ofNausicaa,
extdtiedWarriorsofthe Pm4 please
take a sledgehammer to it ia the
interest of the fihngoing world.
Mryazaki's own studio released a
iftlbbfd TftV1" thwflnmpleae f3rm
inAnterteataeearr 1990 but it
is also difficult to get one's hands
HcpefoSy, some enlightened
wrens reviews about win
subtiaed version of Nausicaa and
mayevenletpeople bui iow hiscopy.
BLANK
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MACBETH
continued from page 14
someone with a Master's degree onJ
the subject The bare stage used a
system of dark platforms, with the
silhouette ofa castle at the center of
vision.Although the castle structure
interestingly allowed the actors ac-
cess to two levels, the structure's
exterior boasted a depthless depic-
tion of rocks that kept on bringing
me back to the 70's linoleum my
family once had in our kitchen.
Considering the immensity ofthis
project the cast proved up to the
challenge. The play opens on the
slinking dark, figures of the
witches; each one showing
throughout an extremely apt abil-
ity to appropriately roll her eyes
about and grope the air hungrily.
With all the conventionality of
Swine hungry hags, the three ac-
tresses croaked and swooned with
vigor. Macbeth honestly tried to
entrust his lines with a trace of the
passion intended, but failed to es-
cape the decidedly non-Macbe- th,
pretty boy image he cut across
stage. Banquo tossed his long
blond hair about with a certain
skater-boy-misplac- ed charm. Lady
Macbeth was one of the most out-
standing talents of the show, al-
though she could not help ranting
against her husband like a teenage
girl fighting with her boyfriend
about his prom tux. .
Overall the play proceeded
smoothly and as believable as pos
sible. The surprising and delightful
moments ofyoung talent and enthu-
siasm usually outweighed the awk-
ward instances. Except, unfortu
nately, during one of the last scenes,
when Macduff marches in with a
dripping decapitated mannequin
head posing as the one once held
atcpMacbem'snecTheaudience's
surprised laughter drained au me
scene's serious and dramatk poten-
tial. n
The costumes were sometimes
storming but usually inconsistent.
The witches were dressed in styl
ized rags, while most of the other
cast members were suited appropnV
ately for the era. Lady Macbeth
change halfway through the play
into this garish, gold embroidered
ruensia ana purpie numrxm.MccaB? s
appearance made jap for any other
costame gripes. Dressed in an
ephemeral green and blue cape, she
looked like she hadjustbeen rolling
around at the bottom of the sea, and
the result was something truly un-
worldly.
Overall the Wooster High
School's production proved very
admirable. I realize most of my
comments have been extremely
overcrhical for a nonprofessional
performance. Maybe I have been
spoiled by college productions. Or
maybe it is so seldom that I can do a
review on people I won't see tomor-
row on campus: people who know
where I live.
Fashion
continued from page 14
syndrome. Make-u-p in the summer is
all good, but remember that sweat and
glistening with thick foundation and
heavy eye-make- up is detrimental to
your health and fashion life. Go easy
on the makeup because you'll be hav-
ing that healmy-summer-glo- w thing
going fcfl7oaUnkss.ofcourse, you're
going for the Gothic look, which
doesn't happen very often in Texas
because it's just too damn hot
Buffy says: Boys: 70's pimp.
Girls: Jackie O hangs out with a
dorffinatrix. Keep this in mind while
shopping and you'll be good to go.
Now I will go into detail. Here is
die first universal law ofstyle: throw
anything with the word Wooster on
it out now! After you do this, I guar-
antee you will feel so much better.
Seconduniversal law offashion will
take the form of a few questions:
how many hours ofyour day do you
devote to playing baseball? How
many hours of the day do you wear a
baseball cap? Are these two amounts
of time consistent with each other? I
doubt they are-- take the damn hats off!
I don't mean to be vicious, butwhat is
soawful about showing your hair? It's
your biggest asset
Back to summer fashion. Boys:
70's pimp; it's all you. This means
medallions, lots of hair gel or afros,
lipgloss (if you don 't have full lips),
and black eyeliner. Look sleazy but
stylin sleazy. Buy hip huggers
(polyester that is), tight button down
jackets, butterfly collar jackets or
oneof those big furry deal jackets. If
you don't want look like a pimp try
loose flowing pants (neutral tones)
and long flowing shirts and a darn
nice pair of sandals.
Girls, for 'JackieO. hangs outwith
a dommantt,' metallic pastels are
necessary. Buy somepurpkorrather
hlac, pastel blue, mint green, while,
Svef, OT eves yeSuw big wmSL
Hip hugging high waters that is.
S trappy high heeled platform san-
dals, ckss-ushcrt-sho- rts with no
pockets (side zip), halter tops, cat--
eye sunglasses, spsstling hah clips,
cropped tight spaghetti strap tanks.
tight vests with aomingi
these are all the ways id ga Abo
Use solid colors please,!
but avoid floral prints. Wear fitting
darted jscfata. Cutyotvhssr or twists
up ht"1" ' Chokers, ankle brscc--k
sod chrtnp-typ- e bracelets aredefi--
but you are mistaken. When dressing
rhmk dangerous, not cute.
Now for your make-u-p. Shim-meri- ng
earth tones for eye shadow if
you have darker skin. Lilacs, blue,
and mint green ifyou are fairer. Try
silver sometime, too, foreverybody.
Your hps are neutral, maybe even
just lip gloss. Again, lots of clips,
and invest in good foundation. Try
to use dark eye shadow instead of
eyeliner- - it's too harsh for the sum-
mer. No Mush.
So now you know.
J
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We're Looking for the Best
LUKE ZANNONI
It teems that two searches are the
status quo in order for the College of
Wooster to select a new member of
the administration. After complet-
ing a full search, the College de-
cided to reopen the search process to
find a new athletic director for the
College of Wooster. After a suc-
cessful stmt at the College, Mr. Bill
McHenry is set to retire August 1.
The College of Wooster formed
an eight member Search Commit-
tee, headed by Dr. Gordon Collins
of the Psychology Department. By
the beginning ofFebruary . the Com-
mittee posted the job descriptkx
andopening in several national pub-hcatio- nv
From this posting, the
Committee received approximately
100 applications for the position.
Front this pool of applicants the
Search Cotnira race narrowed the hst
to four candidates who were then
granted internews. However, Presi-
dent R. Stanton Hales decided to
reopen the process tosearch fee more
candidates.
--T- be athletic director position re-
quires a diverse set of skills in order
to fulfill a wide variety offunctions.
Mc Henry described his position.
Tm chairman of the Department of
Physical Education, Athletics. Rec-
reation, and Intramural. So, my
responsibilities are supervise and
coordinate ad of our athletic actrri-tie- s
at the College of Wooster."
The job description listed these
responsibilities and required a can-dida- te
with coaching skills, admin-
istrative skills, knowledge of Divi-
sion m, etc tjivea those expecta-
tions, you have a lot of people that
care." stated Col Hna. Everyone from
students to the President of the Col-
lege have aa interest in who the next
McHenry fa not involved directly
with die stanJi pwxris, 1 purposely
did not want to be on die Search
Cmrnrnrr." said McHenry. But.1
have been Bvolved wtfh nerviewmg --
each ofdie candidates. IBut.1 didn't
want to select my successor. I don't --
think it's arnrriiatr for an athletic
director to do so."
.
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Men's club volleyball had a high flying and slamming year.
Athletic Director Possible
FourcaridKlatesiree4nterviewed
by the Search (ornmitteeTMVeJn--
terviewed some people." saidcrosse-th- e primary ones. With his
Collins. nVehave acouple ofpeople
we like, but we would like to look
for some more people." McHenry
added. "President Hales met with
our staff this morning April 16 and
indicated that they were going to
reopen the search."
Reopening of the search process
rnearatfuttirKKeapplicatiorisforthe
position win be accepted. Accord-
ing to Collins, the new deadline for
aporying u u mid-Ma- y. am hope-
ful that we win fill that position by .
mid-Jane-
." noted Collins.
However, the retirement of .
McHenry is bow in question. "I will
retire as soon as a successor is se-
lected," commented McHenry. -- 1
had hoped to retire by August ffrst,
but I'M not going to leave the Col-- ,
lege ofWoosterin die lurch without
a successor to my position."
McHenry's retirement would
bring fc end an impressive career as
a coach and athletic director. For
several years before becoming an
The
Sports
Year in
Lady Scots fte Id hockey mustered 1
yet another winning season, going
9-7.2- 434 NCAC), despite losing
leadin scorer Katie DotIc 96,
After a slow start, Scots soccer
finished on a roll, winning their
iastfour pirnw to ftmsm
NCAQ. ,
Despite being caught off their perch atop the NCAC, the Scott baseball team has stfll been crushing
opponents in typical Wooster fashion. - " -
j., wtT
athletic director, McRetttxarcoached
several sports, with football i
firsTwIeoc -- director position at
LetnoQmllcv College in 1961.
McHenry began a thirty-fiv- e year
career as aa athletic director. After
tea years at Lebanon Valley,
McHenry became AD of Washing-
ton and Lee University, where be
stayed far twenty years before com-
ing to Wooster in 1991.
During his five years as the
College's . Athletic Director,
McHenry has accomplished a lot.
He supervised the renovation and
building of the John P. Papp Sta-du- sa
and CarlMunson Track Last
year.tixCclJege claimed the NCAC
All-Spor- ts Championship. !1 think
my two biggest concerns when I
came m here were the state of apa--'
thy far our football program and
volleyball program," noted
McHenry. 1 think we have been
able to turn those around in the hst
year or so."
As forchallenges for the next AD,
McHenry stated that foremost was
P
jI
'aw--- :
tTTi J
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NEWSSERVICES
B3 McHenry io retire ia Aaust?
to make sure that all teams compete
at a high level. The second major
challenge would be to raise funds
far a field house.
Tve loved ft." McHenry com-
mented on being the College's AD.
."It's been a great place, but after
forry-on- e years. I want to be able to
do some of the things on my own
schedule, my own time." .
""""!
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Another winning season has netted many goals
for the Scots lacrosse team. - -
nkoto b ERIC BAKKEN
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Lady Scots volleyban netted
1 in i .m juu dm m si
photo by KARRIS KARPINSKI lh Wial994toM(MNCAQforftetotn
w, i. tt : k.i mxi h BMrional meet, the men s
cross country team did have two All-Confere- nce runners
qaaliTy in the individual meet The Lady Scots placed third in
IfceNCAC conference and participated in the Regional meet.
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Ladies Tennis Solves
Case for Seventh in
NCAC Tourney
9--0 trouncing ofCase Western
Reserve eases pain offirst day losses
JAMES KOLLER
With a 9--0 thrashing of Cue Re-
serve, the Lady Scott' tennis team
dairoed 7lh place in the NCACTour-namra- t,
The tournament, held here
last Friday and Saturday, was the
culmination of league puy and de-
cided the conference champion and
qualifier for the Midwest Regional,
to be held next weekend.
With a 7 seed, the ladies were up
against the powerful Denison Bis;
Red in the first round on Friday.
Denison held the 2 seed, despite
not having played against Wooster
during the regular season. The La-
dies were no match, and lost 7-- 2,
Allegheny was up next in the losers'
oraciCf, Dux ney provea no easier
m airh. Having beaten Woourt 72
sxx ays pcxofp m noflic po uacofi
LUXE ZANNONI
TheWoostertack teams are ready
to host the NCAC Championship
today and lomonow after travelling
last week toJohn Canon for a quad-me- et
with Allegheny. Oberlin, and
host. John CarroU. As a team, the
Lady Scots finished second while
tbe Scots finished third.
John Carroll won the women's
meet with 63 points, followed by
Wooster with 62 points. The Lady
Scots picked up five first places and
several seconds, thirds and fourths.
In the field events, Tracey Wilkes
'99 picked up the only first place,
with a 3311 12" toss in the shot
put. Junior Ellen Freeman won the
5000 meter run with a time of2Ch00.
In the 100 meter hurdles, senior
Shereen Hejazi look first with s time
of 1734. Annie Gillespie 98 turned
in a time of 1:10.1 in the 400 meter
hurldes, giving her a first place fin-
ish. In the 3000 meter run. sopho-
more Heather Row ell covered the
distance in 1221 to claim her win.
The Scots scored 39 points to fin-
ish behind John CarroU (68) and
Allegheny (58). Like the women,
the men picked up several seconds,
thirds, and fourths while garnering
three first places. In the 800 meter
run. Brendan McCabe took first with
a time of 2.02J. Sophomore Scott
.Walker pjeked up, a first by running
In the end. Allegheny prevailed 5-- 2.
sending the Ladies into the 7-- 8 match
m the third round. The Ladies tried
to reverse their fate on Saturday.
They did just thai at the chagrin of
Case Western Reserve. Case had
already seen the Lady Scots at their
best on March 28, when they were
stomped 7--2 on Case's home court
Saturday would be even worse, as
Wooster dismantled Case in nine
straight matches, forcing Case to
settle Cor 8thplace. As for the rest of
the tonrraunent. Kenyon wiped out
Denison in the finals 8--1. Kenyon
will be the NCAC representative in
the Regionals next weekend with
toe opportunity 3Com peas at rwjAA
nationals at the end of May.
As was characteristic of the Lady
r w rm, fT"g T
on and rallied at the end to save face.
With the lcs ofseveral key players.
the 400 meter hurdles in 5650 sec-
onds. The 5000 meter run was the
first place event for Willie Drexler
97 who ran the event in a time of
1622.
Two weeks ago, the track teams
traveled to MountUnion College in
Alliance, Ohio for the AO-Oh- io
Track Meet. Seventeen teams com-
peted in the meet representing the
small colleges of Ohio, including
(he North Coast Athletic Confer-
ence (NCAC) and the Ohio Athletic
Conference (OAC) teams.
The Lady Scots scored forty points
lo finish in sixth place. The women
garnered only one first place when
junior Michelle Poole won tbe 1500
meter run in a time of4:57.87. How-
ever, outstanding finishes were
achieved by several other athletes.
Second place finishes were turned
in by Gillespie in the 400 meter
hurdles with a time 1:06.91 and
Deedee Reid 99 in the shot put with
a put of 393".
Tbe OAC dominated the sprint-
ing events preventing any top eight
finishes by the women. Because of
this, a majority of the Lady Scots'
points were picked op in the longer
distance running events. Freshman
Nicole James picked up a seventh
place finish in the 400 meter dash
with a time of 1.-02.4-8. In the 800
meter run. Karherine Rath-Cours- ey
'99 and Alyssa Morse '97 finished
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Senior And! Rehthart's eoDeft career ended after bat weekend's NCAC Chaipionships
To Your Mark, Get SetJBANG!:
Track teams set to host NCAC Meet today crji tomorrow
(y (;j;V ill
...
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this was indeed a rebuilding year.
Their record win only improvewith
a strong nucleus of young talent.
Despite (he lossofl AndiReinhart
96", several others promise to step
op for next year. Remhart wiflbe
fourth (2:30.43) and seventh
(233.34). respectively. Freeman
turned a a strong performance to
finish fifth in the 3000 meters with
a rime of 1 1:17. In the field events,
Wilkes and Ebony Green 97 fin- -'
ished eighth in the shot put and
discus, respectively.
Competing with a depleted squad,
the Scots scored twenty-si- x points
to finish team. The highest indi-- 1
vidua! ' finish for the Scots was
sophomore Jamie Falquet's second
place finish in the 400 meter dash in .
a time of49.54.
Damian DoHard '98, after finish-
ing third in his preliminary heat of
the 110 meter hurdles, ran a strong
race in the finals to defeat a
Wittenberg runner at the line and
finish third in a time of 15.75. Jun-
ior Willie Drexler finished fifth in
the 10.000 meters while Chad
Atwell 97 finished seventh in the
pole vault.
The 4 x 400 meter relay team
finished fourth defeating all NCAC
schools, while tbe 4 x 100 meter
relay team finished in eighth place,
defeating an NCAC schools except
for Oberlin.
The Scots and Lady Scots now
turn their attention to today and
tomorrow's NCAC championship,
which win be held on the Carl
Munson Track in the John P. Papp
Stadium.
then the Reinhart name will live on
with her younger sister Jessica 99.
ErmBrown 97 sod SarahMickelson
97, who combined for an amazing
1 1 -- 1 2 doubles record, will both be
returning next year.
.
Brown also
played the 2 singles position this
r
May 3, 1996
Fightijig:ScQtSjLacrosse
continued from pa6 20
fa 16 goals and 9 assists, the Scots
dominated the visiting team. 'The
tempoof the game was ahttle slower
than the Scou normally play at, but
k did allow better ball control and
field movement to be demonstxated.
Tbe excitement of the game came
early in the second quarter when
Adam KeQzr was involved in a
skirmish in front of the Marietta
goal, Xelker was ejected from the
game and give a 3 minute penalty
fofunspCTT iimnl ilrtT cofHhict-- Then
late in the fourth quarter, a dis-
gruntled Marietu player decided lo
vent his anger, and this resulted in
Defensemaa Nate Beachler. who
had two assists, being ejected with
a 3 minute unsportsmanlike con-
duct penalty.
The game ended with a Ugh num
ber of scores on the Wooster team.
Kelker left the game with 3 goals.
EricWilliams had one goal.Ronnie
Jordan had a goal and an assist.
Chris Lee scored a oal and as-
sisted on two others. Mark Baker
put three away and assisted on an-
other one. Dick Field ended the
game with a goal and an assist
Sophomore Mike Rohan scored
three times during the game.
Midfielder Chris Mace Even
trainerAnanagerattackman (some
times) senior Ethan Dunsfbrd had 2
goals and an assist
Then came Kenyon with the de- -
V
cboio by ERJC BAJULEN
year and win compete for the top-spo- t
next spring. Other returning
players include .Annie Bruno 97,
Molly Hnger 99, Jennifer Hague
TO.Jennifer Keny,98.Ysel Moore
99, Beth Scheiderer '98, Kirstea
Shriver 98. and Tricia Smith. 97.
.
sire to take a victory away fiom the
Scott after the Scots cols the win
in double overtime, in their last
r meeting. The Wooster weather
played its normalurprektableself
v wxh rain, sun. ttuadcr, and hght- -
rung. The latter two traits of tbe
weather brought a40 minute delay
to the game m the third quarter.
Regardless of the weather the Scott
played commendably. The
Wooster highlights came , from
number 19 Jeff BuhmiHer on at
tack. Buhmiller was able to out
smart the Bishops' goalie twice.
One of his goals was from a beau-
tiful quick stick coming from a
behind tbe net pass. Enc Williams
was able to score the Scots' second
goal, unassisted after, three min
utes of play in the second quarter.
.. Dick Field brought the Scots up to
4 with his unassisted shot that
whizzed past the Bishops' goalie.
Then. Pete Dinardo, with an .assist
from Chris Lee, scored in the third
quarter.
. The final goal for the
Scots was put away by Ronnie Jor
dan in the early minutes of the
fourth. Tbe final score of the game
was Kenyon 12, Wooster 6,
The Scots final game of the
son win be held on Saturday. May
4 and win start at 1 pm in the
afternoon. The Scots wiU be taking
on Winenberg for the second time
this season. Come out and cheer on
the Scots and watch the seniors
play in their final game.
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Baseball Regroups After Losses
SARAH ROBERTSON
There was a time when I thought
baseball was boring. Every now
and again there would be a really
hard hit, maybe a borne run, some-
one would dive and catch a ball, or
make a really fanny error. But usu-
ally such things only happened a
few times in nine long innings. Fi-
nally, m my senior year at Wooster,
in the last two weeks of the semes-
ter, I have a greater appreciation for
the game of baseball. When the
Scots play it well, it is a beautiful
and exiciting thing to watch. Unfor-
tunately, the Scots haven't been
playing their best balL It has been a
roller coaster year with on again-o-ff
again performances that, in its own
way, has added excitement to the
baseball season.
Coming off a 17-1- 5 come-from-behi- nd
victory againstOtiw Domini-
can last Thursday, the Scots headed
into theirdouble headeragainstcon-
ference rival Ohio Wesleyan ready
to prove their ability to win the con-
ference. They were met by a strong
OWU team, however, and even
Woosters tough defense wasn't
enough to earn a win. The Scots
were unable to connect at the plate.
baseball (31-1- 1. NCAC 9-- 5)
Ohio Wesleyan 2, Wooster 0
Ohio Wesleyan 2, Wooster 1
Wooster 5. Capital 2
Wooster 19. Malone 1
Wooster 9. Walsh 4
men's tennis (18-6.NCA- C: 10-0- )
Wooster 7, Wittenberg 0
Wooster 4, Case 0 "
Wooster 4. Deoison 2
women'siennis(8-15,NCAC:2-- 5)
Denison7,Wooster2 .
Allegheny 5. Wooster 2
Wooster 9, Case 0 .
i'i lax (10--5, NCAC 5--3)
Wooster 14, Wittenberg 8 '
.Wooster 12, Wittenberg 5-- --V
i'slax(9-5.HCAC:4-- 3)
Wooster WjrnSttfcerg 7; ;- -Werl6,Markci3
XaryoalXWxer6
ImuflaT ? :
John Carroll Meet
women-2ndo- f4
men-3rd-of 4
golf
John Carroll Invitaticnal-6t- h out
of 18
.
-
.
.
Compiled by Voice staff. " 'J,
leaving runners stranded on base in
crucial innings. It was a challeng-
ing day, and a disappointing one.
The Soots lost both games 2-- 0 and
2-- 1, respectively.
Here's where the exciting part
comes in. A strong, more experi-
enced Scot team regrouped Satur-
day night and decided a few things.
They hadn't done what they'd set
out to do this season, but it wasn't
too late. With a little energy and
positive thinking, and a lot more
team work, the Scots decided they
could do anything they set their
minds to. So, a new Scot team took
the field Sunday and came away
with a 5-- 2 victory over Capital
Wooster's bats were ringing again
as they racked up seven hits in as
many inning, including two from
Jim Bartlett '98. It was a good win
for the Scots, and the beginning of
another upward climb on the
season's roller coaster.
Wednesday, the Scots hosted
Malone and continued to bring ex-
citement to their fans by capitaliz-
ing on their opponents' weak pitch-
ing and defense by pounding over a
dozen hits. In the first inning,
Wooster's struggling offense came .
to life as the Scots earned fourteen
Lady Scots
Jo-- el Miller, to a single goal and
kept the Wittenberg team below 10
goals. Susannah Sprang 97 also
contributed toWuienberg's low goal
tool win a strong game in the net.
When all was said and done,
Wooster emerged victorious with
the 14--8 win which secured home-fie- ld
advantage for the first round of
the NCAC touroamenL After the
game, head coach Tamra Barnes
said. The whole team, particularly
the defense, worked well as a unit
and played well throughout. The
defenseisdefiniteryoneof the stron-
gest aspects of this year's learn.
The Lady . Scots came into
Tuesday's tournament game know-
ing that itwaa the third time these
twotcamshadmetthts season,' Any
coach oreads the third tnatchop af--; ?
ler beating thesame team soundly in
the previous aaiches.;'Th Lady
:; Scots needed to come out strongly.
like in the previous maicheVbutii :
--was trrarentam the soatthat they.
faw1ivo3ci&clttettirirt ?
thea scored the game's secona goal
at 22:17. Both of these goals were
assisted by Jesse BuelL who also
assisted on Wooster's third goal
which was scored by Robin
Woodard 99. After going up 3-- 0, it
became apparent mat Wooster's fo-
cus was becoming slightly blurry.
Wittenberg scored the next 3 goals,
to tie the game with 12:49. After
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runs on ten hits including: a triple
by Matt Jackson '97; a double by
OiiisMihin'99; a single and double
by Alex Boardman 99; doubles by
P. J. Guerrieri 96, Travis Snyder
99 and Tun Lake '96; and a single
and grand slam by Josh Petrash '99.
Wooster continued to dominate the
game with its consistently solid de-
fense as Lake brought down a
Malone line drive with a diving
catch. Later, Snyder laid out for a
dramatic catch in centerfield. The
Scots earned the 19-- 1 victory as
Mitch Pertee "99 picked up his third
win.
The Scots beat Walsh yesterday
by a score of 9-- 4, bringing their
recorjMD 31-1- 1 overall and 9-- 5 in
the NCAC. Lucky for meand for all
of you who still think baseball is a
boring game the excitement is no-
where near over. Wooster faces
NCAC leader Wittenberg this Sat-
urday in a double header at Art
Murray Field. Momentum is build-
ing as the roller coaster reaches the
height of its climb and, if the Scots
can keep it all together, the upcom-
ing NCAC tournament promises to
be as exciting as the near vertical
drop of the Magnum at Cedar Point.
Hold on tight and enjoy the ride.
Lacrosse
thjsfc&?PHP gWosatUidcia .
returned as they went on to score 2
goals before the half to go into half-tim-e
with the 5--3 lead.
The half-tim-e speech obviously
lu some fires m the Lady Scot play-
ers because they came out like a
firestorm in the second half.: They
sconeJ 4 more unanswered goals in
the opening 12 minutes of the half.
Wittenberg finally scored halfway
through the second half, but it was
inconsequentiaL Wooster went on
to tack on three additional goals
while the defense only allowed one
additional Wittenberg score. When
the ram rtoppedarid thegame ended,
Wooster had won again, 12--5.
The key to both of these games
was Wooster's strong defensive
pUy. They held Wittenberg to 13
goals over two games by playing
aggressive BurJt-updcfen- se. In both :
"games, Brunk drew the tough as.
iwmttadrtAMi WiwenhergV
feading scorer, Jo--el Miller. Brank
rose totheuui and kept MUlerqniet
wiAasiitiandiassimBi
ihetwpgaraes; l&rwver
and pre fer
tog an cficnsfVe presence.
-- rWiui Tuesday r win over
Wittenberg. Wooster will travel to-
day to Kenyan to face conference
powerhouse Denison. The Lady
Scots hope to avenge the 16--8 loss
they suffered to Denison on April
17th. The Lady Scot team that
Denison will face will be a stronger,
tougher opponent. They have been
playing extremely well and if this
liilllillilliiiiiiP'? -- Mgii Jfe iWkM t i
u ' ' ' y ' , ' ' ' ' "' ' f, T ' , ',
it , , '
Rob Stoi 98 takes a swmg the ParlorBat OaWEcoao Lodge
InvkationaL The Scots travel to the ABfigy hvitatiooalthiBwegkmd.
Teams at JGXJ Invitalioiial
SARAH FENSKE
The golf team faced eighteen
teams at the John Carroll Univer-
sityFowler's Mill Spring Invita-
tional aiid managed to beat inore
than half of those teams to finish a
strong sixth place. The Fighting
Scots were bested by John Carroll
for the second week in a row, as
well as Ooerbein, DePauw, and
conference rivals Allegheny and
OhioWeslevan. However, desoite
being beaten by Baldwin-Walla- ce
316-31-8 theastday ot the tourna-
ment, Wooster recovered to take
sixth nlace with a score of 644.
easily defeating both B--W and
Penison.
John CanoU took the too four
nbcM. with: their Jeadmsr eolfer
havfdng fsig wiy ioa 150. Not far
behind, Jtowever, was oe soots
a 77 m both days ioite ibrsikr
Itowdrai iniarscorn'of 154.
' trend conf fhiir i, Woosicr may have
asuperbchanceof wiraungPndays
senU-fina- L
Coach Barnes feels mat Wooster
is physically prepared, but they have
to go into the game mentally pre-
pared. She said, "We have to be-
lieve we can win.. J'm proud of
how the team is playing and I'm
confident going into the weekend."
Her confidence is justified, since
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Nye' s impressive performance was
even lower than his team-leadi- ng
score of 156 the week before. Jeff
Nimeh '98 also golfed a 77 on the
first day of the tourney, but was
unable to keep upjvith the leaders
and fell to 29th place. On his
second day his scons soared to an
85, and his final score of 162 left
him far behind his teammate.
Nimeh's score was equaled by
Dave Winpisinger '98 who golfed
a straight 81 both days to also
finish 29th.
A strong outing was also deliv-
ered by Rob StoU '98. who golfed
an 83 and an 82, to finish with a
score of 166 and take 44th place.
He was followed closely by Brett
Holmgren, who chipped an 85
"andLaa 90 to seize 65tfa place with
a final score of 175. Today and
ambriDw the Scott travel to Al-
legheny tktjnmwttioanlptiMsir last toornsiwt bo
Jbreihe NTACcikirjetitknL
this yesr'sl has tkd theWooster
record for most wins in a single
season with a 10--5 record. With a
win over Denison on Friday, they
will become the winningest
women s LAX team in Wooster his-
tory, but will also be playing for the
conratneechampionship. Anybody
for a road trip to Kenyon this after
noon???
' Stats Courtesy bf News Services
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Men's Tennis Conquers NCAC, Sets Sights on NCAA
Scots sweep NCAC Tournament with close win overDenison andheadforMidwest Regional
JAMES ROLLER
Capping a season of turnaround,
the men knocked offDenison 4-- 2 in
the NCACToumament final loclaim
first place and a trip to the Midwest
Regional next weekend. Heading
into next weekend's Midwest
Regional!, the men are 18--6 with a
perfect 10--0 record versus their
NCAC foes.
The tournament, held at Ohio
Wesleyan, marked the culmination '
ofa dream season for the men. Tbey
were coining off a disappointing 6-- 17
season with very few silver lin-
ings. Coach Hayden Schilling had
his troops ready, riding an eight
game winning streak and regular
season crown. Their first opponent,
Wittenberg, proved to be nothing
more than fodder for the hungry
Scots, as the top-seed- ed men won in
impressive fashion 7-- 0. The men
hardly broke a sweat in the second
match, breezing past Case Western
Reserve 4-- 0.
The Case Western Reserve match
set the table for a rematch of the
Scots' closest conference match of
the year. Just two weeks ago, the
men were pushed to the limit at
borne by the Big Red of Denison,
Scots Lacrosse Continues to Roll
ALEX PATTERSON
Rack up two more wins and one
loss for the Wooster men's lacrosse
team. Over this past five days the
Scots have played three games. On
Saturday, the Scots traveled to
Wittenberg to take on the Tigers.
This game ended in a 8 to 7 victory
with only 53 seconds left on the
clock when sophomore midfielder
Chris Lee scored the game-winni- ng
and tie-break- ing goals when it
appeared that trie Scots were headed
for overtime. Then, on Sunday, the
Fighting Scots hosted Marietta
College's lacrosse team and went
to town with a statistic-boostin- g
game that ended in a 1 6 to 3 trounc-
ing of Marietta. On Wednesday,
the Ken yon Bishops came 'to
Wooster for a rematch after the
double overtime win the Scots took
away from Kenyon's home field.
The results of this game were a
little disappointing, with the Scots
losing to Ken yon 12 to 6. After
these three games, the Scots record
baseball
tomorrow-Wittenberg-doub- le
header (H) lpm
The CoUeyg of Wooster 1996 mes's
only winning on the exciting, tie-breaki- ng
seventh match 4-- 3.
Denison had revenge on their mind
as they played a best out of seven
match with the first to four winning.
The Scots were determined not lo
repeat the peril of the previous con-
test with Denison, so they took the
match in six, 4--2. The victory did
not come easy, however, according
to Coach Harden Schilling. This
was boosted to 9 wins and 5 losses.
At the Wittenberg game, back-u- p
goalie Joe Borchek 99 started for
the Soots in placeofBrendan Oswald
96 who was out with a neck injury.
The game started off with a bang for
the Scots. The first eight seconds
was afl that senior attack-ma- n Dick
Field needed to put a shot by the
Wittenberg goalie, witha assist from
Ronnie Jordan 97. Only a minute
later. Field was able to score again
unassisted. At the ten minute mark
Chris Lee scored the Scots third
goal with a pass from Pete Dinar do
'97. The tempo of the game was
smooth and fast and was being con-
trolled primarily by the Scots. The
tigers got a break in the latter half of
the period and were able to put two
goals before the buzzer announced
the end of the first quarter. In the
beginning of the second, the Scots
took control of the game again with
Mark Baker '96 putting away a shot
with the pass coming from fellow
anackman Dick Field. Then Ronnie
Jordan blazed a shot by the Tigers
The
May 3-Cent- raI State (H) 1 pro
May 9-- 1 1-N- CAC Tournament
, .
''
) & f- - s fj p
trnna teamwoa the NCAC Championships last weekend.
was every bit as tight a match. It
was very dose," recalled Schilling,
An excellent crop of first-year- s,
coupled with veteran leadership
helped tarn the Scots' season around.
With the return ofil Johan Nybiom
96 from overseas and experienced
Joe Jenckes 98 and Erik Bloom
98, the team had the stability at the
top that had ripple effects on the
team the second half of the tfafO" .
goalie only a few minutes later
making the score 5 to 2. Shortly
after this goal, the Tigers were able
gain control of the baO and score
their only goal in the second quar-
ter. The third quarter for both
teams was' slow and frustrating,
but the Scots were able to come
away with another goal scored by
Adam Kelker 96. In the fourth
quarter, the Tigers took the game
to the Scots defense and were able
to play catch-u-p. After one goal by
Mark Baker and 4 by Wittenberg
the score was tied at 7 with less
than five minutes to play. With
only a few seconds rernaining on
the clock, 3J to be exact, Chris
Lee finished the game with a pow-
erful shot and prevented the almost
inevitable overtime.
Back on. their home field the
nextday,Woostertook on Marietta.
It can easily be said that this game
was a statistic boosting game for
Wooster. With 33 shots resulting
i i a rortccr i o
BdOM by NEWS SERVICES
"There was a sort ofa quantum leap
in the last couple of weeks as far as
the tennis we were playing," be-
cause of this combination of strong
veteran leadership and the coming
of age of the first-year- s, explained
Schilling.
An early season trip 16 Sooth Caro-
lina may have also led the Scots
come together as a team, as well as
giving the young players an oppor
Women's Lacrosse
is Going to Hell
Because it's the only place hotter
than they are!
JOE ALLEN
Not even the poor Ohio weather
can cool off Wooster's red hot
women's lacrosse team! The Lady
Scots defeated Wittenberg twice ibis
past week in crucial games. Last
Saturday's 14-- 8 win gave the Lady
Scots borne-fiel- d advantage for the
first game of the NCAC playoffs.
They capitalized on the home field
advantage on Tuesday and defeated
' Wittenberg for the third time this
season, 12-- 3. Both of these games
were complete team efforts and were
woo with good fundamentals,
Wooster came out like a fireball
in the first half of Saturday's game
and the strong start gave Wooster a
clear mental advantage. Thanks to
precision passing and well-tim-ed
upcoming tveek in Sports:
golf outdoor track ; "
today-Alleghe-ny Invitational (A) ' talay-NCA- C Chantronships (H)
tomorrowTAnegheny
'
Invitational . 1 tomorrow-NCA- C Championships
'
' (A) ' -- . : ' v.w - (H) ': -- v
tunity toplay strong competition for
the first time. "What that trip does'
is really gets us to know others as
players, sortoflearn how tobeapart
ofa team. Some days we played two
matches a day, just so I could get
lots of players experience, con-
tributed Schilling. That experience
became invaluable at the end of the
season, with three of the top five
seeds being first-year- s. .
Right after exams, the men will
head to Ripon, Wisconsin for the
Midwest Regional Tournament.
Depending on how they do there,
will determine whether or not they
go to nationals at rite end of May.
Schilling is optimistic about the fu-
ture of Scot tennis as wen as the
present. Schilling feels, I've got
the nucleus ofa very fine team here.
Obviously, when you win the con-
ference as a freshman, you are in
pretty good shape. However,
Schilling cautioned. "But you can't
take anything forgranted. Theyjust
have to work hard and get better.
Tm sure they win." As for Schilling
who also doubles as Acting Vice-fTestt-ent
of Academic Anan-s,n- e a
planning on returning for bis 17th
year as coach of the NCAC Cham-
pion Wooster Scots.
cuts, the Lady Scots scored early
and often. In addition, the defense
was as impressive, by preventing
Wittenberg from establishing an
offensive presence. With the total
team effort, Wooster went into the
half with a 7-- 3 lead.
The second half was just as strong
as the first Again, the defense and
offense worked weU together to
score and to stifle the Wittenberg
attack. Kate Risley 97 was simply
on fire offensively and scored 7
goals, the most goals scored in a
single game all year. As good as
Risley was on offense, Emily Brunk
"96 played as well or better on de-
fense. She and her defensive squad
kept Wittenberg's leading scorer,
please see LADY SCOTS, page 19
women's lacrosse
today-NCA-C Semi-fin- al against
Denison (A-Keny- on)
tomorrow-NCA- C Final "
